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Abstract 

The complex ac susceptibilities, x = X' - i ~ " ,  of thin films of the high 

temperature superconductors (HTS) YBa2Cu307-6 (YBCO) and TI-Ba-Ca-Cu-0 

(TBCCO) have been studied as functions of temperature, driving field amplitude, 

and ac frequency. The temperature and field dependences of the measured ac 

susceptibilities were found to be in good agreement with model calculations. The 

peak positions of X" were used to determine the temperature-dependent critical 

current density j,(T). Values of the critical current densities were between those 

obtained by inductive and magnetic flux mapping techniques. It was found that 

the ac susceptibilities of HTS thin films depend weakly on the frequency of the 

applied field. The frequency-dependent X" peak temperature, Tp(f), was 

interpreted with a model based on thermally activated flux creep. 

Magnetic flux densities normal to the film plane for rectangular HTS thin 

films were mapped by means of a scanning micro-Hall probe (25 x 25 pm active 

area). The applied fields were oriented perpendicular to the film surface, along 

the z axis. The flux density maps, BZ(x,y), for uniform thin-film samples showed 

patterns which reflect the symmetry of the sample geometry. An inverse 

calculation algorithm was developed to convert the measured Bz maps into thin- 

film sheet magnetization maps and sheet current maps. The inverse calculations 

showed that the sheet currents are always present over the entire sample, 

including the vortex-free region. The sheet currents reach the critical values in 

the vortex-penetrated regions. In the vortex-free regions the sheet currents are 

unsaturated. The critical sheet currents tend to follow the sample edges. This 

sheet current distribution explains the effective shielding or trapping of the 

magnetic flux along the film diagonals. The unsaturated sheet currents along the 

virgin path of the hysteresis loop circulate in round loops; after the field reverses 

its direction the unsaturated sheet currents follow multiply-connected patterns. It 



is shown that the multiply-connected current patterns can be reconstructed from 

the superposition of two appropriate initial current distributions obtained along 

the virgin path. The critical current density was found to depend on local 

magnetic flux density, and it follows the Kim model. The sheet current was also 

found to be very sensitive to defects in the films. 

From the known sheet current distributions, the spatial distributions of the 

total flux density B(x,y,z), including the tangential components Bx ,y(~ ,y ,~) ,  were 

calculated in the vicinity of the thin-film samples. The total flux distributions 

allow one to visualize the flux behavior in various vortex states for HTS thin-film 

superconductors. The quantitative information obtained by the inductive and flux 

mapping techniques has proven useful in optimizing the deposition conditions for 

HTS thin films for further device applications. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

1.1. Introduction 

Worldwide research and development on practical applications of high- 

transition-temperature superconducting (HTS or high-Tc) thin filrns, for 

example, the fabrication of superconducting quantum interference devices 

(SQUIDS) and microwave applications, have spurred studies of the statics and 

dynamics of vortices in high-Tc thin films at liquid nitrogen temperatures. Such 

studies are important in both fundamental research and technical applications. AC 

susceptibility and magnetic flux mapping are two key experimental techniques 

that have been used for these studies. 

The ac susceptibility, including the ac screening technique, probes the 

dynamic response of vortices in planar superconductors. This technique is very 

simple and has been widely used for the characterization of superconducting 

properties of HTS samples [Goldfarb et al. 1987; Gomory and Lobotka 1988; 

Clem 1988; Murphy et al. 1989; Chen and Goldfarb 19891. The measurement of 

ac susceptibility on HTS thin films is often carried out in a perpendicular 

configuration in which the applied field is oriented perpendicular to the film 

surface. This configuration is often encountered in real applications, such as HTS 

thin-film SQUIDs and transformers. Due to the complex magnetic flux profiles in 

the perpendicular arrangement, ac susceptibility measurements for HTS thin filrns 

remain largely descriptive. Recent progress in theoretical model calculations of 

magnetic flux profiles and current distributions for the thin-film geometry [Sun 

et al. 1991 ; Senoussi 1992; Atsarkin et al. 1992; Mikheenko and Kuzovlev 1993; 

Zhu et al. 1993; Clem and Sanchez 1994al has made quantitative study possible, 



for example, the determination of critical current densities from the ac 

susceptibility measurements [Xing et al. 1993, 1994~1. The ac susceptibility can be 

measured as a function of different experimental parameters, such as 

temperature, and the amplitude and frequency of the ac driving field. In that way 

one can gain insight about the dynamic behavior of vortices in the HTS thin films, 

for example, the influence of thermal activation on the pinning of vortices in the 

HTS thin-film samples [Nikolo and Goldfarb, 1989; Xing et al. 1994~1. 

Magnetic flux imaging techniques, such as a scanning Hall probe [Briill et al. 

1991; Rauch et al.; Xing et al. 1994a, 1994bl and magneto-optics [Indenbom et al. 

1990; Briill et al. 1991; Grant et al. 1994; Heinrich et al. 19941, provide quantita- 

tive information about the magnetic flux distribution over the HTS thin films. 

The flux maps can inversely be transformed into sheet magnetization [Xing et al. 

1994a, 1994bl which then provides quantitative information about the magnitude 

and distribution of the critical current density. The investigation of flux and cur- 

rent distributions is important for the characterization of HTS thin films which 

may be used for further device fabrication. It is well known that the flux noise 

level observed near a HTS thin film device depends on the critical current density 

of the film area from which the device is fabricated [Ferrari et al. 19891. The 

detailed sheet current distribution can be used to calculate and visualize the three- 

dimensional spatial distribution of the magnetic flux [Xing et al. 1994~1. Magnetic 

flux imaging allows one to address fundamental questions concerning the 

nucleation and propagation of vortices in high-Tc materials. Furthermore, the 

ability to characterize the superconducting properties on a local scale by non- 

destructive means is very attractive in device applications based on high-Tc films. 

In this thesis, the superconducting properties of high-Tc thin films have been 

studied by magnetic measurements employing ac susceptometers and a scanning 

micro-Hall probe. The inductive techniques are very suitable for determining the 



critical temperature Tc, and critical current density jc, over a large area of the 

sample. Theoretical model calculations of ac susceptibility, for the perpendicular 

configuration, were summarized and used in the experimental data analysis. The 

X" peak, corresponding to the temperature of maximum loss, was used to estimate 

the functional dependence of the critical current density on temperature. The ac 

susceptibility was measured as a function of driving frequencies. The Anderson- 

Kim flux creep theory [Anderson 1962; Anderson and Kim 19641 was used to 

model the results. 

The scanning micro-Hall probe was used to map the normal component of 

magnetic flux density (B,, where z is in the direction normal to the film plane) 

over the HTS thin-film samples. Patterns of flux trapping and the process of flux 

nucleation and penetration in the HTS films were obtained in great detail. The 

scanning Hall probe technique was used as a novel method to determine the 

distribution of sheet currents in thin-film superconductors. This was achieved by 

means of inverse calculations which transform the measured flux density maps 

into sheet magnetizations and sheet current maps. The sheet current patterns were 

obtained for rectangular thin film geometry. The fully vectorial quantitative 

studies of the sheet current distribution provided a valuable insight about patterns 

of the critical and less than critical currents, the field dependence of the critical 

current, the hysteretic response of critical currents, and the role of sample 

defects. In addition, the sheet current distribution was employed to determine the 

magnetic flux density B and to visualize the magnetic flux lines around the film. 

The inductive and flux mapping techniques are complementary: The simple 

inductive ac susceptibility measurements were used to select samples with 

appropriate superconducting transition temperatures before further investigations 

with the scanning micro-Hall probe were pursued. The scanning Hall probe 

measurements were very important for the understanding of ac susceptibility 



measurements. The susceptibility data are interpreted using simple models 

describing the flux penetration. The Hall probe measurements allow one to 

compare the actual flux distribution with that assumed in model calculations of ac 

susceptibilities; for example, the flux penetration measured by the micro-Hall 

probe allows one to determine the sample flux penetration at the field which 

corresponds to the X" peak. The critical current was measured by both techniques 

and the results of these measurements were compared. 

1.2. Motivation 

This thesis was devoted to the statics and dynamics of vortices in pre- 

patterned HTS thin films. This work was done as a part of the joint effort among 

the members of Physics Department, Simon Fraser University; Physics 

Department, University of British Columbia; and CTF Systems; and Furukawa 

Electric, Japan. The main effort of this collaboration was aimed towards the 

development of high-Tc thin-film SQUID magnetometers operated at liquid N2 

temperatures. Fundamentally, these studies were aimed towards the understanding 

of the magnetic flux penetration, magnetic flux trapping, sheet current 

distribution, and dynamic response of vortices in HTS thin films. At the same 

time, these quantitative studies were intended to help CTF Systems to optimize the 

deposition of HTS thin films and the fabrication of various device patterns. The 

results obtained during this thesis research have been used by CTF Systems in the 

development of high-Tc SQUID magnetometers [Fife et al. 1994a, 1994b3. 

This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 is devoted to the ac 

susceptibility study, Chapter 3 focuses on the study of flux mapping and current 

distributions using the scanning micro-Hall probe technique, and Chapter 4 

demonstrates spatial distributions of the total flux density in the vicinity of a thin- 

film sample. 



Chapter 2 
AC Susceptibility Study 

2.1. Introduction 

The ac susceptibility technique has been used widely for characterizing high 

temperature superconductors. In addition to its use for the determination of the 

critical temperature and magnetic penetration depth [Xing 19901, the ac 

susceptibility technique has been employed to determine the critical current 

densities of sintered high temperature superconductors [Murphy et al. 1989; 

Gomory and Lobotka 1988; Chen and Goldfarb 1989; Clem 19881. The 

determination of j, by an inductive method has many advantages over the usual 

transport measurement. First, it needs no sample processing, for example, 

defining a narrow strip and attaching current and voltage leads. Second, the 

inductive measurement is nondestructive; therefore the sample can be used for 

further experiments after it has been characterized for critical currents. To avoid 

demagnetizing effects, the experimental arrangement usually involves slab-shaped 

samples with the applied magnetic field Ha in the sample plane, or cylindrical 

samples in an axial field Ha. 

For thin-film superconductors, the ac susceptibility measurement presents 

special problems. First, when the thin films are oriented perpendicular to the 

applied field, the demagnetization factor D is very close to 1 due to a large 

sample aspect ratio. Here D is a geometric factor used to give the internal field H 

= Ha - DM, where Ha is the applied field. In order to obtain the true "internal" 

susceptibility xint (defined as dM/dH) from the measured "external" susceptibility 

xext (defined as dM/dHa), the relation xi,, = xext /(l-Dxext) is used [Goldfarb 

19861. A large demagnetization correction has to be made, and the conversion 



may result in divergent behavior [Goldfarb et al. 19921. Secondly, the large 

demagnetization effect in thin-film samples results in complicated magnetic flux 

profiles (see discussions in Chapters 3 and 4). Consequently, the solution of the 

Maxwell equation, V x H = j, involves a great effort in either numerical or 

analytical methods, and the interpretation of ac susceptibility measurements is 

largely limited to empirical descriptions. Moreover, when the thin film is 

oriented parallel to the applied field (D = 0 and xint = xext), parallel 

configuration, the measured signal is very weak and difficult to detect, because of 

the small areas of the current paths. The problem becomes even more 

pronounced when the thickness of the thin film is comparable to the penetration 

depth. Since perfect magnetic flux exclusion cannot be achieved, the measured 

signal is further reduced. In reality, the parallel alignment of the film is very 

difficult to achieve, because even small deviations from parallel yield an enhanced 

Xext which must be analyzed with an effective demagnetization factor close to 1 in 
order to yield a meaningful xint. Therefore, it is preferable to measure the thin 

films in the perpendicular orientation. 

Theoretical calculations of magnetic flux distributions in thin-film 

superconductors have been carried out by many authors. Frankel [I9791 first 

calculated the spatial distribution of the axial flux density in a disk-shaped 

superconductor, using an iterative procedure. Daumling and Larbalestier [I9891 

used finite element analysis and extended the numerical calculation to including 

radial component of the flux density generated by the screening currents. The 

calculations demonstrated complicated magnetic flux profiles. The conclusions 

showed that when the amplitude of an applied field Ha reaches the value of the 

characteristic field H* - jcd, where d is the disk thickness, the flux nearly 

penetrates to the center of the sample. This was validated by magnetic and 



resistive measurements on disk-shaped NbgSn specimens [Daurnling and 

Larbalestier 19891. 

Analytical calculations (simplified model) of the hysteretic diamagnetic 

moment and the ac susceptibility of disk-shaped superconductors were made by 

Sun [1989], Sun et al. [1991], Senoussi [1992], and Atsarkin et al. [1992]. These 

calculations were based on the assumption that the current is critical in the 

vortex-penetrated region and zero elsewhere. This is a crude assumption as we 

now know from our experimental observations. However, the calculations have 

provided reasonable fits for the ac susceptibilities of HTS thin films [Atsarkin et 

al. 1992; Xing et al. 19931. 

Recently, more sophisticated, realistic, theoretical calculations of magnetic 

flux and current distributions and ac susceptibilities for type-I1 disc 

superconductors in perpendicular configuration were carried out by Mikheenko 

and Kuzovlev [1993], Zhu et al. [1993], and Clem et al. [1994a]. The calculations 

are based on the assumption that the term (= 2Bx,y/d) due to the curvature of the 

flux density B (i.e. the curvature of the flux line) in Ampere's law is the 

dominating term which determines the currents (see Clem 1994b and Chapter 4). 

Here BXyy is the tangential (parallel) component of B. The consequence of this 

assumption is that the current is distributed over the whole sample including the 

vortex-free region. This prediction is in agreement with our experimental 

observations [Xing et al. 1994a, 1994bl. 

This chapter presents the temperature dependent, complex ac susceptibilities 

of YBa2Cu307-6 (YBCO) thin films prepared by the laser ablation technique. The 

applied ac fields were perpendicular to the film surface. The fundamental 

frequency component of the ac susceptibility was measured. The measured ac 

susceptibilities were used for the evaluation of the critical current densities as a 

function of T, jc(T). The measured susceptibilities as a function of temperature 



and jc(T) resemble closely those which were obtained by model calculations and 

that allowed one to interpret quantitatively the measured data. The measured 

jc(T) relations were compared to those obtained at CTF using an ac screening 

technique. The jc values estimated by the inductive methods were compared with 

those of the scanning Hall probe measurement [Xing et al. 1994al. The jc(T) was 

found to be weakly dependent on the frequency of the ac driving field and this 

behavior was interpreted by using a scaling argument [Malozemoff et al. 19881 

based on the Anderson-Kim flux creep theory [Anderson 1962; Anderson and 

Kim 19641. 

2.2. Theoretical calculations 

2.2.1. General formulas 

In response to a perpendicularly applied external field Ha, a type-I1 thin-disc 

(thin-film) superconductor induces shielding currents to exclude the magnetic 

flux from its interior. These supercurrents are associated with the diamagnetic 

magnetization M [Jackson 19751, 

where V = nR2d is the disc volume, R the radius of the disk, and d the disc 

thickness. M has only the axial (z) component, M.2. The current distribution 

j(x,y) is determined from the magnetic flux distribution inside the specimen 

(Ampere's law). For an ac excitation field 

H,(t) = Ho sin wt, 



M is a function of time, M(t). 

The internal field Hin of the thin-film sample is enhanced by the 

demagnetization effect, Hin = Ha/(l - D). If Hin exceeds the lower critical field 

Hcl, the thin-film superconductor transforms into a mixed (vortex) state and its 

magnetic response becomes nonlinear due to the flux pinning effect. The 

magnetization induced by the sinusoidal field traverses a minor hysteresis loop 

and can be expressed by a Fourier series [Ishida and Goldfarb 19901, 

* t 

M ( ~ ) = H ~  (X s innwt - i '  cosnwt 
n=l n n 

where X, = x,' - i ~ , "  is the nth harmonic of ac susceptibility, and x,' and x," 
are the real (in-phase) and imaginary (out-of-phase) parts of x,, respectively. 

The fundamental frequency component of the ac susceptibility (n = l), x = X' 
- i ~ " ,  for type-I1 superconductors has clear physical meanings: X' corresponds to 

the dispersive magnetic response, reflecting the supercurrent shielding effect; X" 

corresponds to energy dissipation, reflecting the hysteretic loss. For example, for 

a thin-film superconductor, the loss per cycle per unit volume, W,, is [Clem and 

Sanchez 1994al 

The in-phase and out-of-phase ac susceptibilities are given by the Fourier 

coefficients in Eq. (2.3), 



,, I Y  (t) cos(nwt)d(u). 

The ac response of the thin-film sample can be measured with a susceptometer 

described in Sec. 2.3. The voltage detected by a lock-in amplifier (referenced to 

the fundamental frequency) has two components: the in-phase voltage v' = 

o H o ~ ' ,  and the out-of-phase voltage v" = o H o ~ " .  The proportionality constant is 

an instrumental scaling factor which can be determined by calibration procedures 

[Goldfarb and Minervini 19841. 

2.2.2. Simplified approach 

The simplified approach [Senoussi 1992; Atsarkin et al. 1992; Sun 1989; Sun 

et al. 19911 assumes that the shielding currents are induced at sample edges when 

a zero-field-cooled thin disc superconductor is exposed to a weak magnetic field 

Ha perpendicular to the disk surface, see Fig. 2.1. For increasing Ha, the currents 

propagate towards the film center. At the disk center (x = O), the applied flux 

density Ba = poHa is completely compensated by the self-induction Bself of the 

shielding currents flowing in an annulus of the disk. Bself is given by [Jackson 

19751 

By symmetry, Bseldx = 0) is along the axial direction (opposite the direction of 

B,). Equation (2.6) defines a radius, r*, for the flux penetration in an applied 

field Ho, 



where h = Horn* is the reduced field, and H* = jcd/3 is the characteristic field. 

The supercurrents reach the critical values within r* < r < R. 

Combining Eqs. (2.3) and (2.6) gives the initial increase in magnetization (Ha 

increases from zero to Ho 2 0) 

Mini ( H a  ) = -M sat (1 - e  -2HalH*), 

and the hysteretic magnetization 

where Msat = jcR/3, and the f sign in Mk 

(-) applied fields, respectively. The initial 

stands for increasing (+) and decreasing 

and the hysteretic magnetizations as 

functions of the applied field are plotted in Fig. 2.2 (dashed lines). In Fig. 2.2, we 

have assumed jc = 3 x 106 A/cm2, d = 3 x 10-5 cm, and poHo = 12 mT. M has the 

following asymptotic behavior: 

Mini - - X O H ~  
for h << 1, 

M ' = T  X o ~ a  

Mint =' -Msat 
for h >> 1, 

M' = TMsal 

where xo = 2R/d. Therefore, -xo represents the complete diamagnetic 

susceptibility for weak external fields, and Msat represents the saturation 

magnetization for strong external fields. It is interesting to note that Msat = jcR/3 

11 
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Fig. 2.1. Schematics of current density profiles for simplified (dashed lines) and 

realistic (solid lines) models. 
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Fig. 2.2. Initial and hysteretic magnetizations as functions of the applied field for 

simplified (dashed lines) and realistic (solid lines) models. 
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is the same as that of a long cylinder of radius R in an axial external field [Bean 

19621. The numerical calculations of Frankel [I9781 and Daurnling and 

Larbalestier [I9891 also gave the same Msat. 

For the ac excitation field (2.2), Eq. (2.9) becomes 

~ ' ( t )  = T M ~ ~ ( ~  + e-2h - 2e -h(lf sin or)) 

Substituting M(t) into Eq. (2.5), we have 

h - 1 + (h + l)e-2h and ~ " ( h ) = 2 ~ ~  
n h2 

9 

where 11 is the first-order modified Bessel function. Since h = Horn* and H* = 

jc(T)d/3, X' and X" in Eq. (2.12) are implicit functions of the amplitude Ho of an 

applied field and temperature T. x', and X" have the following asymptotic 

behavior: 

X' = - 0 . 8 0 ~ ~ h - ~ / ~  i for h >> 1. 
X" = 0. 6 4 ~ ~ h - l  

Figure 2.3(a) shows the plots of the calculated X' and X" as functions of h. 

Experimentally, X' and X" are either functions of temperature T or of the applied 



field Ha. The numerical calculations show that the X" peak position appears at h = 

3Ho/jc(T)d = 1,344. It follows that 

jc(Tp) = 3.157Ha,- 

j, (T) = 3.157 Hp,rm 

+ (practical units), (2.14b) 

where Tp and Hp,ms (rms value) correspond to the peak positions of x", and 

Ha,ms (= ~0142)  is in the rms value of the applied field. In the practical units, jc 

is in A/cm2, d in cm, and Ha in Oe. From Eq. (2.7), r * ( ~ "  peak) = 0.4R; that is, 

the macroscopic flux penetration depth is about 0.6R when X" shows a peak. 



Reduced field, h 

Reduced field, q 

Fig. 2.3. Normalized theoretical x versus the reduced field for (a) the simplified 

model (b) the realistic model. 



2.2.3. Realistic approach 

The realistic approach requires much more complex mathematical treatment. 

The current distribution includes the shielding currents in the vortex-free region 

and the critical currents in the vortex-penetrated region [Mikheenko and 

Kuzovlev 1993; Zhu et al. 1993; Clem and Sanchez 1994a1, see Fig. 2.1. For an 

applied field Ha varying between -Ho and Ho (Ho 2 O), -Ho 5 Ha I Ho, the initial 

magnetization Mini and the hysteretic magnetization M* are given by 

Mini = -MsatU( Ha / H * *) , (2.15) 

where Msat = jcR/3, q = H~/H**, H** = jcd/2, q: = q ( l  k H a o ) / 2  = (Ho f 

Ha)/2H* *, and 

2 U(x) = - [cos-' (sech x) + tanh x sech x] . 
n: (2.17) 

Here q and H** correspond to the reduced and characteristic fields. The initial 

and the hysteretic magnetizations as functions of the applied field are plotted in 

Fig. 2.2 (solid lines). The initial macroscopic penetration depth is 

Note that U(x) =: 4xl.n for x << 1, and U(x) =. 1 for x >> 1. Therefore, the initial 

and the hysteretic M have the following asymptotic behavior: 



Mini = -XOOH~ 
for q << 1, 

M * , T ~ ~ H ~  

Mini , -Msat 
for q >> 1, 

M' , TMsat 

where xoo = 8R/3xd is the complete screening susceptibility in this case. 
k 

For an ac excitation field Ha (t) = Ho sinot, qa = q (1 + sin ot)/2, and 

M'(Ha) becomes time dependent. Substituting M'(Ha(t)) into Eq. (2.5), we have 

X 

where 1 ~ ( ~ ) = j ~ ( ~ ( l + s i n w t ) / 2 )  sinwt d(wt), 
0 

Apparently, there is no closed solution to integral (2.21a). However, integral 

(2.21b) can be expressed by some analytical functions plus a polynomial, see 

Appendix. The asymptotic behavior of X' and X" in (2.20) is given by [Clem and 

Sanchez 1994a1, 



for q >> 1. 

Figure 2.3(b) shows plots of X' and X" versus q. Numerically, we found that 

the X" peak appears at q = 2Ha/jc(T)d = 1.943. Thus, for the realistic approach, 

(practical units), 

The values of the prefactors in (2.23) are about half of those in (2.14). From Eq. 

(2.18), r * * ( ~ "  peak) = 0.3R; that is, the macroscopic flux penetration depth is 

about 0.7R when X" reaches a peak value. 

2.2.4. Discussion 

Figure 2.3 demonstrates that, except for the X" peak position, the overall 

profiles of the functional dependence of X' and X" on the reduced field are 

similar for the two calculation approaches. This similarity is due to the fact that 

the asymptotic behavior in X' and X" against the reduced field (h,q << 1 or h,q >> 

1) for both models is almost the same, compare Eq. (2.13) with Eq. (2.22). The 

same asymptotic behavior of M as a function of the reduced field is also found 

for the two models, compare Eq. (2.10) with Eq. (2.19). If we assume a constant 

temperature, Fig. 2.3 then represents profiles of X' and X" versus the applied 

field amplitude Ho. On the other hand, the profiles of X' and X" versus 



temperature, for a fixed applied field amplitude, are quite different from those in 

Fig. 2.3. The temperature dependent x' and x" will be shown in Section 2.6. 

It is interesting to note that the interpretation of jc values in the above two 

models can differ by a factor of two, see Eqs. (2.14) and (2.23). In other words, 

the simplified model gives larger critical current than that obtained for the 

realistic model. That could be expected because the simple model does not include 

the shielding currents in the vortex-free region. The critical current jc should be 

evaluated by using the realistic formula (2.23). 

The above model calculations show that when the external field is small 

enough, a superconducting thin film has perfect diamagnetic response 

demonstrated by the perfect diamagnetic susceptibility xo (simplified) or xoo 
(realistic). It is interesting to note that x, is about twice as large as xoo This 

difference is due to the fact that the simplified model requires the screening 

currents twice as large as those of the realistic model. This is a consequence of 

the fact that the currents in the simplified model are distributed in the outer 

peripheral region, whereas the currents in the realistic model are distributed over 

the entire film, see Chapter 3. 

The realistic model predicts a deeper flux penetration depth (0.7R) at the 

xVmax, compared to that for the simplified model (0.6R). Investigation of flux 

penetration by the scanning Hall probe technique (see Chapter 3) showed that the 

realistic penetration depth is much closer to the experimental observations. 

2.3. Sample preparation and characterization 

The HTS thin-film samples were prepared by CTF Systems Inc. The YBCO 

films were deposited on heated LaA103 substrates by pulsed laser ablation. A 

Lambda Physik LPX2051 KrF excimer laser (h  = 248 nm) equipped with special 



electrodes to improve the beam profile uniformity was used. The pulses, with a 

repetition rate of 5-10 Hz and a fluence of 1.5 J/cm2, were focused 

to an area of 4 x 2 rnm2. An oxygen pressure of 200 mTorr (= 27 Pa) and a 

substrate heater temperature of 820 OC were maintained during the film 

deposition. The target holder was a Kurt J. Lesker Co. PolyGun system which 

holds six high density sintered YBCO targets in a hexagonal carousel rotated 

under computer control. After deposition, the films were cooled slowly (5 

OC/min) in 600 Torr (= 8 x 104 Pa) of oxygen. The resulting filrn thickness 

ranged from 300 to 400 nm. The films were very smooth, exhibiting a mirror- 

like appearance. 

Prior to the ac susceptibility measurements, the structural qualities of the 

films were investigated using X-ray diffractometry, Raman spectroscopy and 

Auger spectroscopy [Chrzanowski et al. 1991; Xing et al. 19931. Those studies 

showed that the YBCO thin-film samples used for the ac susceptibility 

measurements were highly c-axis oriented, fully oxygenated, and they were 

homogenous over the filrn thickness, see Fig. 2.4. Microscopic observations by 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) revealed no voids or cracks. Table 1 shows 

the sample characteristics and their jc values at 77 K. 

Table 1. Characteristics of the Y-Ba-Cu-0 thin films. 

Y29 400 l c m x l c m  89.5 6.0~105 

Y31 400 l c m x l c m  89.9 2.4~106 

Y58 300 1.4 cm x 1.2 cm 91.7 3.7~106 

Y259 300 1.1 cm x 1.1 cm 89.7 3.0x106 
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Fig. 2.4. (a) X-ray diffraction pattern 

of a YBCO thin film deposited by 

laser ablation on LaA103 single 

crystal. Strong (OOP) Bragg 

reflections indicate a highly c-axis 

oriented texture. (b) Unpolarized 

Rarnan spectrum of a YBCO thin 

film indicating c-axis orientation of 

the film. The spectral position (502 

cm-1) of the bridging oxygen, 0(4), 

peak indicates full oxygenation. (c) 

AES elemental depth profile of a 

YBCO thin film. Except for narrow 

interfacial regions, excellent film 

uniformity can be seen. 

S p u t t e r  t i m e ,  t s  [min l  
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2.4. Experimental setup 

Figure 2.5(a) shows the coil arrangement of the ac susceptometer we built for 

this study of thin-film samples. The pick-up coil and the compensation coil were 

balanced and coaxially mounted inside a driving coil. The thin-film sample was 

placed in the center of the pick-up coil with its plane perpendicular to the coil 

axis. The diameters of the coils were large compared with the size of the film so 

that the signal from the film can be approximated by a magnetic dipole moment. 

A sapphire tube was used as the coil form which helps to achieve an isothermal 

environment. A smaller sapphire tube supporting the film provided adequate 

thermal connection between the sample and a thermometer. The sample-coil 

assembly was cooled by a cold finger and exchange gas. The film temperature 

was controlled by a resistor heater located away from the coils. All metal 

structural components were well separated from the coils to avoid eddy-current 

signals. 

A high-permeability cylinder surrounding the Dewar reduced the Earth's 

magnetic field to - T (measured by a Bell model 620 gaussmeter). The ac 

driving current was provided by a power amplifier driven by the oscillation 

output of the lock-in amplifier (usually at 1 kHz) with a 1 kR external resistor in 

series with the driving coil (its resistance was about 3 R at 77 K), see Fig. 2.5(c). 

Alternatively, a home-made voltage-current converter was used for this purpose. 

The sample temperature was swept at a rate < 0.3 K/min with a temperature 

controller (Lakeshore DRC-91CA). The data were recorded in temperature 

intervals of < 0.1 K. A lock-in amplifier (Princeton Applied Research 5209) was 

used to detect the pick-up coil voltage at the fundamental frequency. Both in- 

phase and out-of-phase pickup voltages were recorded. In order to separate the 

real and imaginary components of the ac susceptibility, the phase angle of the 

lock-in amplifier was first adjusted to null the out-of-phase signal when the film 



was in the diamagnetic shielding or low-loss state. After data acquisition, a fine 

phase adjustment was made mathematically [Goldfarb et at. 19921 to bring the 

normal- and low-temperature X" values to zero. 

There was a small offset pickup voltage due to the mismatch between the 

pick-up and compensation coils. But this was readily subtracted from the total 

signals. Most of the data were collected for the zero-field-cooled (ZFC) process, 

although we found that, for our maximum field of about 3 mT rms, the 

difference between ZFC and FC (field-cooled) curves was small. 
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Fig. 2.5. Schematic of the 

experimental setup for the ac 

inductive techniques. (a) ac 

susceptibility technique. (b) 

Screening technique. (c) The 

system layout of the ac 

susceptometry. 



2.5. AC screening method 

In parallel with the susceptibility method, the ac screening technique [Claassen 

et al. 1989, 1991, 19921 was also used to determine the critical current densities 

for the same films. The apparatus consisted of a pair of small pancake-shaped 

coils pressed against each side of the film substrate, as shown in Fig. 2.5(b). The 

mean diameters of the coils (- 5 mrn) were about half of the size of the film. A 

thin Kapton film placed in front of each coil formed a smooth coil-sample 

interface, and ensured a distance from the top of the driving coil to the film 

surface of < 1 rnm. A 1 kHz ac driving current induced the current in the 

superconducting film, and the signal due to the leaking of the flux lines through 

the film was picked up by the receiving coil. The induced sheet current density J 

can be calculated by curl B from this configuration when J < Jc. The screening 

effect is sufficiently strong so that at the surface of the film the normal 

component of the magnetic field vanishes. Once the coil-film distance is fixed, J is 

proportional to the driving current. During the measurement, the coil-film 

assembly was cooled by nitrogen vapor or directly immersed into liquid nitrogen, 

and the driving current was increased from zero at constant temperature. A small 

signal proportional to the driving current can be detected initially, due to the flux 

leakage around the edge of the film. When Jc was exceeded, there was a sudden 

increase of the signal amplitude together with a strong signal distortion caused by 

the flux penetration through the film. 

One should be aware of the differences between these two ac methods. The 

screening method is sensitive to a local area, which is adjacent to the driving coil, 

and this is the place where the flux first penetrates through, whereas the ac 

susceptibility method measures the whole sample and therefore provides a gauge 

of the average quality. Agreement of the Jc values obtained from these two 

methods, therefore, should suggest uniform critical current density over the film. 



2.6. Results and discussion 

Figure 2.6 shows the temperature dependence of ac susceptibility for a typical 

YBCO thin-film sample (Y259). The same measurement scheme was applied to 

the other YBCO and to TBCCO thin films and the results were shown in Xing et 

al. 1993. The family of curves in Fig. 2.6 corresponds to different ac field 

amplitudes, poHa = 0.001, 0.1, 1, 10, 20, and 30 x 10-4 T (rms), for f = 1 kHz. 

We have shown in Section 2.2.3 that the theoretical ac susceptibility iS a 

function of the reduced field 77 = Ho/jc(T). For fixed applied field amplitude Ho, 

x becomes a function of temperature via jc(T). Using a measured jc(T) (see 

discussion below) and Eq. (2.20) (the realistic model), we calculated the 

temperature-dependent susceptibilities of the YBCO film, shown in Fig. 2.6 in 

dashed lines. The susceptibilities presented here are proportional to the external 

susceptibilities. The onset of the low field (e.g. poHa = 10-7 T) measurement 

determines the superconducting transition temperature, Tc - 90 K, with a 

transition width AT - 0.5 K. The x"(T) shows a maximum. Further below Tc, 

both the x'(T) and xl(T) curves become flat, demonstrating the complete 

diamagnetic shielding and the low-loss state, respectively. 

For applied flux density Ba 5 10-4 T, the measured X' shows a tail after the 

initial sharp transition, and the x" peak width is wider compared to that obtained 

from the calculations. This behavior was caused by defects, which were not 

detectable by optical and SEM observations, that allowed additional flux 

penetration into these regions. The presence of defects was independently shown 

by scanning Hall probe maps (see Chapter 3). The measured values of x"(T) peak 

heights are lower than those obtained from the calculations due to the presence of 

defects and due to a strong dependence of jc on the applied ac field amplitude 

near Tc [Xing et al. 1994al. 



The position of the X" peak, Tp, shifts to lower temperatures with an 

increasing driving field Ha. This is to be expected because when the driving field 

amplitude increases, larger screening currents are needed to maintain the critical 

state in which the applied flux nearly fully penetrates the sample. This is achieved 

by lowering the sample temperature. 

The influence of defects is most evident near Tc, as is demonstrated by the 

transition step in f(T) and by the accompanying shoulder in xW(T) for poHa = 

10-5 T. The signature for sample inhomogeneities disappears in the ac 

susceptibility curves of x'(T) and x"(T) for large driving fields, poHa 2 1 mT. 

Similar behavior was observed for other YBCO thin film samples, see [Xing et 

al. 19931. At higher ac fields or lower temperatures the calculations and 

measurements are in good agreement. 

Figure 2.7 shows both the measured and the calculated ac susceptibilities as a 

function of the applied ac field at a driving frequency f = 1 kHz. The %''(Ha) 

peaks appear at p0Ha - 16 and 79 x 10-4 T (rms) for T = 85 and 77 K, 

respectively. The discrepancy between the calculated and the measured x(Ha) 

curves at T = 77 K is due to the fact that the 77 K data cover a large field range 

and therefore the field dependence of j, is more pronounced. The scanning Hall 

probe [Xing et al. 1994al measurements using the applied field poHa =: 110 x 10-4 

T (which corresponds to the amplitude of the ac field at which a maximum in 

xt'(Ha) occurred when the sample was maintained at 77 K, see Fig. 2.7) showed 

that the flux penetration reached the center of the sample. The calculations 

predict a smaller penetration depth, L* = 0.7R. This discrepancy is caused by the 

field dependent critical current in the measured films. 

Using Eq. (2.23) we determined the values of the critical current density as a 

function of temperature. The peak temperatures TP and fields Hp were identified 

from the x"(T) and xV(Ha) curves, respectively. The uncertainties of Tp and Hp 



are less than 0.1 K and 0.5 x 10-4 T, respectively. Figure 2.8 shows the critical 

current density jc as a function of temperature from the above measurements. 

The temperature range over which the jc(T) was determined was limited by the 

highest ac field amplitude available. For good quality superconducting films, a 

large applied field is needed to drive the x"(T) peak to lower temperatures. 

The jc values for Tc - 15 < T < Tc can be fitted with a simple power law 

jc(T) = jco(l - T/TC)", where the value of the exponent n is = 1.64. Similar power 

laws for the temperature-dependent jc were observed for other YBCO thin films 

[Xing et al. 19931. The jc values were compared with other measurements. For 

example, at 77 K, the jc values were about 3.0, 4.4, and 2.5 x 106 A/cm2 

(average value) for the ac susceptibility, ac screening [Xing et al. 19931, and 

scanning micro-Hall probe [Xing et al. 1994al measurements, respectively. A fair 

agreement among different measurements on the same film validates the model 

calculation used in the data analysis. It also indicates that the sample is fairly 

homogenous over a large area. The detailed measurements of the flux distribution 

above the sample, see Chapter 3, by a flux mapping technique support strongly 

the above conclusions. 
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Fig. 2.6. Measured (solid lines) and calculated (dashed lines) ac susceptibilities of 

a YBCO thin-film sample (Y259) as functions of temperature for six different ac 

field amplitudes, ma = 0.001,0.1, 1, 10,20, and 30 x 10-4 T (ms). The driving 

frequency f = 1 kHz. 
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2.7. Frequency dependence 

Based on the Anderson-Kim flux creep theory [Anderson 1962; Anderson and 

Kim 19641, the critical current density jc of a superconductor is given by 

[Campbell and Evetts 1972; Malozemoff et al. 19881, 

where jcO is the critical current density in the absence of thermal activation (T = 

0), k is the Boltzmann's constant, U is the flux pinning potential which is 

dependent on the temperature and field, fo is the characteristic frequency [Blatter 

et al. 19931, and f is the driving frequency of an applied ac field. Equation (2.24) 

shows that the apparent value of jc increases with an increasing driving 

frequency, and decreases with an increasing temperature. 
The activation barrier U is given by U = $ p p o ~ ~ ~ c ,  where Hc is the 

therrnodynarnic critical field, ~ , D ~ H ~  is the condensation energy, Vc is the 

activation volume, and p is a material constant which depends on the nature of 

material imperfections. The activation volume Vc = a z ~ ~  [Malozemoff et al. 

1988; Kes et al. 19891, where a0 = 1 . 0 7 5 d m  is the flux line spacing, LC is 

the correlation length along the flux line which is approximately equal to the 

coherence length 6, and B is the internal flux density. According to the Ginzburg- 

Landau theory, near Tc and for a large Ginzburg-Landau parameter K, Hc - (1 - 

t), and 6 - (1 - t)-112, where t = T/Tc is the reduced temperature. It follows that 

U - (1 - t)3/2/B. In ac susceptibility measurements which are carried out in the 

absence of dc applied field, the internal B field will be replaced by the amplitude 

of the ac driving field Ha. 



The maximum in x"(T) is reached when the value of the critical current 

satisfies Eq. (2.23). Recall that the temperature at which x"(T) reaches its peak 

value is denoted as Tp. When the driving frequency f increases, the critical 

current density jc also increases, see Eq. (2.24); therefore, the sample 

temperature has to be increased in order to satisfy Eq. (2.23). One expects that jc 

in Eq. (2.24) remains approximately unchanged over the range of applied ac 

frequencies f, 

[ kTp in(fo I )] = constant. JC = jco 1 - 7  

using U - (1 - tp)3/2/Ha leads to 

where tp = Tp/Tc, and He and fo are constants to be determined experimentally. 

Our frequency-dependent ac susceptibilities were measured in the absence of 

dc fields. For a fixed ac field amplitude [ h H o  142 = b H ,  = 10-4 T (rms)], Fig. 

2.9 shows the plot of TP as a function of f .  The frequency range was from 10 to 

105 Hz. The Ha-Tp dependence shown in Fig. 2.10 (for a fixed driving frequency 

f = 1 kHz) follows a power law Ha - (1 - tp)n tp-1 with n = 1.54, poHe = 1 T, and 

fo = 2 x 1012 Hz. The value of n is very close to exponent 312 in Eq. (2.26). 

Equation (2.24) can be used to estimate the pinning potential. jc(T = 0) = jcO 

was estimated by using extrapolation from Fig. 2.8. At T = 77 K and for f=l kHz 

and Ba = 10-4 T, Eq. (2.24) leads to the pinning potential U = 0.16 eV. This value 

is consistent with that obtained from a flux noise measurement [Ferrari et al. 

19901. 
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2.8. Conclusions 

The fundamental frequency ac susceptibilities of several YBa2Cu307-5 thin 

films were measured as functions of temperature and the applied field, with film 

surface oriented perpendicular to the applied field. Also inductive screening 

measurements were carried out for determining the jc of the same films. The 

theoretical ac susceptibilities, calculated from the realistic current distributions in 

thin film geometry [Mikheenko and Kuzovlev 1993; Zhu et al. 1993; Clem and 

Sanchez 1994a1, agree well with the overall experimental data over a wide range 

of temperature and applied field. The constant maximum value in the calculated 

xt'(T) curves is satisfied at high fields and at low temperatures. 

The ac susceptibility technique is a sensitive diagnostic tool for the detection 

of superconducting defects in the superconducting thin films. The presence of 

sample inhomogeneities is particularly visible in the measurements of x', X" at 

small driving field amplitudes. For large driving fields, the transition width, 

measured by x'(T), is broadened and the peak width of f'(T) is noticeably 

increased, see Fig. 2.6. 

The temperature-dependent critical current density determined by ac 

susceptibility measurement is in good agreement with the current densities 

determined by ac screening [Xing et al. 19931 and scanning Hall probe [Xing et 

al. 1994al measurements. A simple power law for jc(T) was observed, jc(T) = 

jco(l - T/Tc)", with n = 2 k 0.5 for all measured samples [Xing et al. 19931. 

The observed frequency-dependence of the X" peak temperature Tp can be 

explained well by scaling argument [Malozemoff et al. 19881 based on flux creep 

theory [Anderson 1962; Anderson and Kim 19641. In this model the apparent 

critical current increases with an increasing driving frequency f and that results 

in a reduction of the depth of flux penetration. The sample temperature has to be 

increased in order to recover the full flux penetration which is required to reach 



the maximum value of xW(Tp). The above results show that thermal activation 

plays an important role in vortex motion in HTS films. The activation barrier U 

was found to be = 0.16 eV, at T = 77 K and for the applied flux density Ba - 10-4 

T. 

The present work demonstrates that the ac susceptibility technique is a simple 

and effective means for characterizing high-T, superconducting thin films. The 

measurements carried out by varying different parameters, i.e. temperature, the 

applied field, and driving frequency, enable one to obtain valuable insight about 

the flux dynamics in the high-Tc superconducting thin films. 



Chapter 3 
Magnetic Flux Mapping and Current Distributions 

Magnetic flux mapping or imaging of a superconductor can be camed out 

with a scanning Hall probe and a magneto-optical technique. We concentrate in 

this chapter on the use of a scanning micro-Hall probe for flux mapping of HTS 

thin films. Calculation procedures converting the flux maps into current 

distributions are discussed. 

3.1. Introduction 

Two types of Hall probe systems, distinguished by stationary or scanning 

operation, have been employed for magnetic flux mapping of HTS thin films. The 

magnetic flux density Bz normal to the film surface is usually measured. Scharen 

et al. [I9911 used a stationary Hall probe with an active area about 1 rnm2 for the 

measurements of local fields above a HTS thin-film sample. This was a one point 

measurement (maximum remanent field) which allowed them to determine only 

the average critical current density. Rauch et al. [I9921 developed a scanning Hall 

probe system that has an active area about 0.5 rnm2. The averaged critical current 

density was also estimated from the remanent field measurement. 

Scanning Hall probes are capable of measuring the magnetic flux profiles 

across the whole sample. Briill et al. [I9911 used a scanning Hall probe with an 

active area about 0.04 mm2 to measure the flux distribution above their HTS 

thin-film samples. These results were used to complement the flux images 

obtained by a magneto-optical method; however no inverse calculations were 

carried out. 

Roth et al. [I9891 pointed out that when the current distribution is two- 

dimensional (2D), the solution of the inverse problem (from the field map to the 



current distribution) is theoretically possible and the interpretation is, in 

principle, unique. They proposed an algorithm using a technique based on 

Fourier analysis. Keith and Smith [I9931 used this algorithm to calculate the 

current distribution from their scanning Hall probe measurements on 

polycrystalline disks (12 rnm in diameter and 3 rnrn thick). Asher et al. [I9821 

proposed a loop current method in which the current can be deduced from a 

matrix equation using the magnetic flux distribution. We have used this method 

for the interpretation of scanning Hall probe measurements and magneto-optical 

images which were obtained on some of our YBa2Cu307-6 (YBCO) and Tl-Ba- 

Ca-Cu-0 (TBCCO) thin films [Grant et al. 19941. 

In this chapter, we present detailed studies of the magnetic field penetration of 

square-shaped epitaxial YBCO thin films. These studies were carried out using a 

scanning micro-Hall probe with an active area of - 25 x 25 pm. The flux 

mapping was performed either in the presence of an applied field or in the 

remanent state, and the flux penetration was studied as a function of the applied 

field magnitude. The film thickness, d - 300 nm, is comparable to the London 

penetration depth. The measured field above the filrn was interpreted assuming 

that the induced supercurrents can be well described by a 2D current distribution, 

neglecting the variations of the current across the filrn thickness. Calculation 

procedures were developed to construct the sheet magnetization M(x,y) and the 

2D current distribution in the film from the measured flux density above the 

sample surface. Here the sheet magnetization M is normal to the film plane 

(parallel to z-axis). The current distribution was measured as a function of the 

applied field. It will be shown that the measured hysteresis magnetization loops 

can be constructed using a generalized superposition principle [Brandt et al. 

19931. This procedure allows one to gain a better insight into the hysteresis 

behavior of square-shaped superconducting samples. 



This chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 describes experimental 

details, Section 3.3 discusses the inverse calculations, Section 3.4 presents the 

experimental measurements and the result of calculations, and Section 3.5 

illustrates the validity of the superposition principle. 

3.2. Experimental details 

3.2.1. Measuring system 

Figure 3.1 is a schematic diagram of the scanning micro-Hall probe system, 

which is a customized commercial device developed by Quantum Technology 

Corp. [Quantum] in collaboration with our high-Tc group at Simon Fraser 

University. We have been actively involved in the design, assembly, and test of 

the system. A closed-cycle refrigerator (CTI model 22) was used to provide the 

cooling power. The thin-film sample was mounted to the cold head which then 

cools the sample to a minimum temperature of 10 K. A heater connected to a 

temperature controller (Lakeshore DRC-91 CA) was used to control the sample 

temperature. An aluminum cylinder thermally attached to a 70-K stage was used 

to provide the thermal shield for the sample space. The heat exchange between 

the Hall probe and the shielding cylinder was achieved through a braided copper 

wire. The Hall probe temperature was normally stabilized around 85 K during 

the measurement and was independent of the sample temperature. 

The Hall probe with an active area of 25 x 25 pm was patterned from a GaAs 

quantum-well heterostructure thin film (University of Bath). A constant dc 

current of 0.1 mA was applied to the current leads of the sensor. A 

nanovoltmeter (Keithley 182) was used to detect the Hall voltage, which is 

proportional to the axial (z) component of the magnetic flux density, BZ. A pair 

of Helmholtz coils with a diameter of 10 cm provided an axial magnetic field Ha 



perpendicular to the surface of the film. The typical size of the sample is -1 cm, 

and therefore the axial external field was considered to be uniform across the 

sample area. The calibration of this external field was carried out by a Bell 620 

gaussmeter. The scanning micro-Hall probe has a sensitivity of about 0.17 V/T at 

85 K, and with a typical noise voltage of - 3 pV, this corresponds to a field 

sensitivity of - 2 x 10-5 T. The Hall sensor was mounted to a stainless steel tube 

which was scanned with an X-Y position stage. The lateral movement was 

controlled by two precision stepping motors with scan resolution of about 2.5 

pm, and the whole system was controlled by a computer when undertaking the 

raster scan. 
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Fig. 3.1. Schematic diagram of the scanning micro-Hall probe system. 
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Fig. 3.2. Grid representation of the Hall probe raster scan. 
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3.2.2. Measuring procedure 

In a typical measurement, the Hall sensor was adjusted to a height z - 250 pm 

above the sample surface. This distance was chosen to protect the delicate Hall 

probe from accidental damage which could occur during wide lateral sweeps. The 

raster scan was carried out either in the presence of an applied field (field-on) or 

with the applied field decreased to zero (remanence). In both cases, the sample 

had always been zero-field-cooled from room temperature to a desired 

temperature before an external field was applied to the sample. The 

measurements were carried out mostly at liquid N2 temperatures. The magnitude 

of the applied flux density poHa was varied systematically in the range from 0 to 

30 mT and the raster scan was repeated for each applied field. The lateral step 

size was set to 0.3 mrn leading to 41 x 41 grid points for a single lateral scan. 

Each data point requires one second acquisition time. It took - 30 minutes to 

complete the measurement. The Hall probe signal of the remanent field was found 

to decay logarithmically with time. The time dependence of the magnetic flux can 

be estimated by monitoring the time dependence of the B field at one point 

(usually around the center). It was found that the strength of the remanent flux 

density decreased by a small amount (a few percent) over the period of the 

measurement and therefore the role of flux creep was neglected in the 

interpretation of data. 

3.2.3. Thin-film samples 

The growth conditions for the preparation of high quality epitaxial YBCO 

thin films were described in Chapter 2. The Hall probe studies were carried out 

on a number of samples, see for example [Grant et al. 19941. In this chapter data 

are presented for the film (sample Y259) which exhibited the best lateral 



homogeneity among available samples. The critical temperature of the film was 

89.7 K, as determined by ac susceptibility measurements. The film lateral 

dimensions were -1.08 x 1.08 cm2, and the thickness d = 300 nm. 

3.3. Inverse calculation 

In this section we present the method for generating the sheet current 

distribution from the Hall probe maps. We demonstrate that our calculation 

procedure provides very reliable results. 

3.3.1. Linear equations 

The change of an applied field induces electric currents in a thin-film 

superconductor. Since the thickness of the HTS thin film, d, is comparable to 2h, 

where h is the London penetration depth, the supercurrent is considered uniform 

over the thickness and therefore can be described by a sheet current density J (in 

units of A/m). The volume current density is given by j = Jld (in units of A/m2). 

Since there is neither a current source nor a sink in the film, the induced 

supercurrents must circulate in closed loops; that is, for the static case, continuity 

of flow has to be satisfied, V . J = 0. The equation of continuity is satisfied 

automatically by using the concept of sheet magnetization M (magnetic moment 

per unit area, in units of amperes). The sheet current density is J = V x M. The 

usual volume magnetization is given by Mvol = M/d (in units of Aim). Since the 

sheet current is confined to the sample surface (x-y plane), the only non- 

vanishing magnetization component is along the z-axis. We can write 



Using Ampere's law and J = V x M leads to 

where H is the magnetic (internal) field and the induction B = po(H + Mvol). 

Equation (3.2) is the equation of magnetostatics without free currents. Therefore 

the field H is a sum of the external field, Ha, and the demagnetizing field Hd 

caused by the static magnetization Mvol. 

The Hall probe raster scan is schematically represented by the x-y grid in Fig. 

3.2. The measured field points are represented by a point (m,n,z). Here the 

integer indices (m,n) represent the spatial coordinates (x, = mA, yn = nA, see 

Fig. 3.2) of the measured field. Note that for a particular raster scan, z is a 

constant. It is important to point out that one measures the z component of the 

local magnetic flux density, which includes the applied flux density (poHa) and the 

flux density (self-induction) poHs from the supercurrents in the film. The self- 

induction can be extracted by subtracting the applied flux density from the 

measured flux density. 

The distribution of the magnetization M on a finite grid (with the grid 

coordinates (ij), see Fig. 3.2) can be represented by the average values M(i,j) 

over the grid cell ( i j )  (the square area centered at ( i j)  as indicated by the dashed 

lines). The magnetic induction Bo,(m,n,z) from the magnetic moment in cell (ij) 

can be written as [Jackson 19751, 



where r is the distance between the source point ( i j )  and the field point (m,n,z). 

The integral G(m,n,i,j,z) in Eq. 3.3 is calculated over the area of the cell (ij). 

G(m,n,i,j,z) is a function of geometrical variables only. The total magnetic 

induction Bz(m,n,z) (flux density) is given by adding all contributions, 

where N1 and N2 are the total number of data points (or scanning steps) in the x 

and y directions respectively. For a raster scan that has an equal number of 

scanning steps in both directions, N1 = N2 = N and the total number of data 

points-is N2. In a typical measurement the raster scan is extended to outside of the 

film area to obtain complete information. 

Equation (3.4) is a set of linear equations for M(i,j). We have a system of N2 

linear equations for N2 unknowns M(i,j) that can be represented by the following 

matrix equation, 

where G is a matrix of order N2 x N2, and M and Bz are both column vectors of 

dimension N2 in matrix notation. The magnetization vector M(i,j) in Eq. (3.5) 

was determined by two methods: direct solution of the matrix equation and an 

iteration procedure. 

3.3.2. Matrix inversion 

The direct solution is given by 



The inverse matrix G-' was calculated by a method of LU decomposition using 

forward and backward substitution, where L and U stand for lower and upper 

triangular matrices respectively, see Press et al. 1985. Typically, the raster scan 

has N2 = 1681 data points (N = 41), resulting in N4 - 3 million total matrix 

elements in G. This takes about 12 MBytes (MB) of computer memory in floating 

point format to calculate the inverse matrix G-I. An IBM compatible, 486166 

DX2 personal computer (PC) with 16 MB random-access memory was used for 

the numerical calculation which took - 40 minutes to complete. If one keeps the 

height z constant and takes the same raster for all measurements, then the matrix 

G and its inverse, G-I, remain the same for all measurements. The inverse matrix 

was therefore stored and used in all subsequent analysis. The matrix 

multiplication [Eq. (3.6)] took only about 30 seconds. The inverse matrix G-I 

occupied about 10 MB and 50 MB hard disk space when it was stored in binary 

and text formats respectively. After the magnetization M(i,j) is calculated, the 

sheet current can be obtained simply by taking the spatial derivatives of M using 

Eq. (3.1). 

3.3.3. Iteration procedure 

The magnetization M(i,j) can be also calculated by an iteration technique. This 

approach requires much less computer memory. 

The induction B,(m,n,z) produced by the magnetic moments in the grid is 

given by Eq. (3.4). The iterative procedure started with appropriate initial values 

of the magnetization assigned to each grid point. 

The far field of the magnetic moment decays as - l/r3, where r is the distance 

between the source and the field. Since the Hall probe was very close to the film 
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surface, it was natural to assume that the most significant contribution to the self- 

induction came from the magnetic moment of the grid cell directly beneath the 

field point. The initial values for the magnetization &(i,j) were then estimated 

by using Eq. (3.4) without summations, i.e., 

where Bz(i,j,z) is the measured self-induction (obtained by subtracting the applied 

induction from the measured induction). We now substitute the Mo(i,j) for M(i,j) 

in Eq. (3.4), i.e., 

where Bzo(m,n,z) is the calculated induction contributed from all grid cells 

associated with the initial magnetization Mo. At this stage, the calculated values 

Bzo are generally not in agreement with the measured BZ, the iterative values of 

Mo are usually overestimated. The next step is to correct the values of M in order 

to improve the calculation. We substitute the difference between the measured 

and calculated induction, ABz = Bz - Bzo, into Eq. (3.7), which gives the 

correction term 

A new estimate for M(i,j) is 

M I  (i,  j )  = M o  (i, j )  + M ( i ,  j ) .  



After inserting M1 into Eq. (3.4), one gets new values for the induction Bzl. The 

difference, ABz = BZ - Bzl, is then used to make the second correction. This 

procedure is repeated until the difference ABz is less than a preset error limit. In 

practice, the above iteration procedure proceeds in such a way that ABz decreases 

monotonically with the number of iterations. Typically, 30 iterations were needed 

to reduce ABZ/Bmax to 5 0.1%, which is comparable to the experimental 

uncertainty. The corresponding computation time was approximately 1.7 minutes. 

The memory required by the iteration program is proportional to N2 

(compared to N4 in the matrix method) and therefore it is advantageous to use 

this method for data with a large number of grid points. 

3.3.4. Testing the ideal case 

The above two calculation procedures were tested using a prescribed current 

distribution. Let us consider a uniformly distributed current density, j = 2.5 x 

lo6 A/cm2 (2.5 x 10'' A/m2), over a 1.08 x 1.08 cm film, 300 nrn thick. The 

current is assumed to flow in concentric square loops. The map of Bz generated 

by this current was calculated using the Biot-Savart law [Shortley and Williams 

19651 at distance 250 pm above the film. Figs. 3.3(a) and 3.3(b) show the surface 

map and the corresponding contour map of the simulated field, respectively. To 

carry out the inverse calculation, both the matrix and iteration methods were 

used. The two methods gave exactly the same results, as shown in Fig. 3.3(c). The 

spatial distribution of M is in the form of a pyramid. Note that M = 0 outside the 

film, which corresponds to zero current outside the film, as expected. 

The element of current paths (dx,dy) satisfies dx/Jx = dy/Jy. Using Eq. (3.1) 

leads to (aM/ax)dx + (aM/ay)dy = 0, and therefore the current paths follow the 

contour lines of M(x,y), M(x,y) = constant [see Fig. 3.3(d)]. For an ideal 



superconductor (current paths follow concentric square loops) that leads to a 

pyramidal form of M(x,y) in agreement with the above inverse calculations. The 

value of the current is inversely proportional to the separation of the contour 

lines. Using Eq. (3.1) leads to J = 0.75 A/m; for d = 300 nm the density of 

current is J/d = 2.5 x lo6 ~ / c m ~ ,  which is in perfect agreement with the initially 

assumed value. 

The calculations were repeated with an artificial noise introduced into the 

field map to simulate errors in the measurement. The main features of the 

unperturbed M were still maintained and the overall current density remained 

unchanged. Therefore we can conclude that our inverse calculation procedures 

were stable, and suitable for determining the induced currents in real 

superconducting thin films. 
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Fig. 3.3. Surface and contour maps of saturated remanent BZ and magnetization M 

for (a)-(d) the ideal and (e)-(h) the YBCO (Y259) thin-film samples, respectively. 
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3.4. Results and discussion: Full flux penetration 

3.4.1. Remanent field 

Figures 3.3(e) and 3.3(f) show surface and contour maps of the remanent Bz 

measurement with the Hall probe maintained at a typical distance of z = 250 pm 

above the film surface. The film was first zero-field-cooled to a stable 

temperature of 77 K, and then exposed to a large applied field Ha (poHa - 30 

mT). After a few seconds, the field was removed. Figure 3.4 shows a particular 

line scan across the center of the film (y = 0). The BZ profile shows that the 

largest remanent induction Bz (= 9.4 mT) is located at the center of the film, 

indicating full flux penetration. The trapped flux is caused by vortex pinning in 

the film. The strength of the remanent flux density decreases gradually towards 

the edges and becomes negative in the vicinity of the edges with minima along the 

edges. The B, profile approaches zero far away from the film. The most 

distinguishable feature in Bz maps of square-shaped films is a significantly 

enhanced trapped flux along the film diagonals, and that results in a typical X- 

shaped pattern. Along the sample diagonals the flux density is enhanced, creating 

distinct ridges, and between the diagonals it is noticeably concave [Fig. 3.3(e)]. 

This behavior is more evident in the contour plot of the remanent induction [Fig. 

3.3(f)]. Defect sites are also clearly visible, they introduce noticeable deviations 

from the overall four-fold symmetry. 

A negative trapped flux density around the sample edges is a consequence of 

sheet currents in thin samples such as films and disk-shaped samples [Frankel 

19791. On the other hand, the topological features of Bz are quite different for 

samples of different geometry. 

The comparison between the remanent state maps of the YBCO film [Figs. 

3.3(e) and 3.3(f)] and that simulated for an ideal film [Figs. 3.3(a) and 3.3(b)], 



shows clearly a great deal of similarities. This is well demonstrated in the line 

scan along the x-axis which passes through the center of the film, see Fig. 3.4. 

The critical current density for an ideal sample, jideal = 2.5 x 106 AIcm2, was 

chosen to be approximately equal to the average critical current density of the 

YBCO film (see next section). Several conclusions can be reached from the above 

results: (a) the YBCO film is quite homogenous; (b) the currents follow 

concentric squares; and (c) the deviations from the perfect four-fold symmetry in 

the BZ map are caused by local imperfections of the film. Similar observations 

were found in our earlier measurements on TBCCO and YBCO thin films [Grant 

et al. 19941. 

The flux penetration and trapped flux have been investigated in rectangular 

foils of Pb and In alloy [Huebener et al. 19691 and Nb [Rowe et al. 19711 by 

means of the magneto-optical effect using EuS-EuF2 films. The authors 

[Huebener et al. 19691 believe that the trapped flux exhibits a Landau-like 

distribution, meaning that the trapped flux changes sign in individual domains. 

Our measurements show that their conclusion is incorrect, see Fig. 3.3(e). 



Fig. 3.4. Saturation remanent flux density BZ versus x for y = 0; open circles are 

measured BZ values of the YBCO film, and the solid line is the Bz profile of the 

ideal film calculated using jc = 2.5 x lo6 AIcm2. 

sat. rem. state 

Fig. 3.5. Current density versus position for the YBCO film; open circles are jy(x) 

for y = 0, and open squares are jx(y) for x = 0. The lines are guides to the eye. 



3.4.2. Magnetization and supercurrent 

Figure 3.3(g) shows a surface map of the magnetization M of the YBCO film, 

which was directly calculated from the field measurement using the inverse 

matrix method. M(x,y) resembles very much the perfect pyramid of an ideal 

film, except that the comers are not as sharp. In regions outside the film, M was 

found to be zero as expected. The current distribution is represented by the 

contour lines of M [Fig. 3.3(h)]. It is evident that the current paths follow almost 

square loops. 

Figure 3.5 shows two scans of current densities, jy along the x axis and j, 

along the y axis. This was done by taking the spatial derivatives of M [Eq. (3.1)] 

along the x and y directions for y = 0 and x = 0 respectively. Since the sample is 

nearly fully penetrated by the flux, the current will reach the local critical value 

everywhere except in the vicinity of the sample center [Campbell and Evetts 

19721. It is interesting to note that the value of jc is not constant across the 

sample; i.e. ljy(x)l has the largest value (- 3 x 106 A/cm2) near the sample edge 

and decreases slightly toward the film center (- 2 x 106 A/cm2). In the vicinity of 

the film center, the current density changes rapidly in sign. The influence of 

rapid variations in the current distribution on the measured field Bz gets weaker 

with increasing distance from the filrn surface and could be partly lost in the 

instrumental noise. Since the measurements were carried out 250 pm above the 

sample surface, the calculated current distribution around the center of the film is 

broadened as is evidenced in Fig. 3.5. Around x = 3 rnrn, jy(x) shows a local 

minimum demonstrating the dependence of jc on sample defects. 

In the case of full flux penetration, the remanent flux density is largest at the 

film center and decreases rapidly toward the edge, and therefore the observed 

slow decrease in jc with the distance from the sample edge, see Fig. 3.5, is very 

likely caused by the dependence of j, on the local flux density. This also explains 



the lower peak value of the remanent induction for the YBCO film, compared 

with that of the ideal film (see Fig. 3.4). The smaller jc values (< jideal = 2.5 x 

106 A/cm2) in the central region of the YBCO film result in decreased values of 

Bz in that region. The dependence of jc on the flux density will be discussed in 

more detail in Section 3.5.2. 

The value of the zero-field critical current density at 77 K (- 3 x 106 A/cm2) 

is in good agreement with that obtained from measurements using inductive 

techniques [Xing et al. 19931. The large value of jc suggests the existence of 

strong vortex pinning in the measured YBCO films. 

3.4.3. Saturation magnetization 

A few interesting characteristics of the sheet magnetization M are worth 

pointing out. The maximum value of the volume magnetization Mvol (Mvol = 

M/d), is of the order of lo7 A/m. The peak value of bMvol is about 100 T, which 

is four orders of magnitude greater than the value of the measured Bz (- T). 

The large value of Mvol is caused by the large value of the supercurrent density j. 

The flux density Bz is continuous across the filrn boundary, and therefore the 

measured BZ (which is very close to the film surface) should be nearly the same 

as Bz inside the sample. The definition BZ = M ( H ~  + Mvol) implies that inside the 

film Hz = -Mvol, as one would expect for the demagnetization factor in this 

geometry. The magnetization vector M(x,y) produces surface charge on both 

sides of the filrn; the condition HZ(x,y) = -Mvol(x,y) implies that the internal 

demagnetizing field, Hz(x,y), at any point inside the filrn is, in the first 

approximation, given by the demagnetizing field of an infinite sample with a 

homogeneous surface charge corresponding to the local magnetization M(x,y). 

However the variations of the magnetic charge [kM(x,y)] across the film are 



essential because they are solely responsible for the spatial variations of the 

measured small flux density Bz outside the film. 

Figure 3.3(g) shows that the distribution of the magnetization, M(x,y), of the 

measured YBCO thin film was close to the ideal pyramid of Fig. 3.3(c). Since in 

this case the critical current flows nearly everywhere in the sample, M represents 

the saturation magnetization. The total magnetic moment m, which can be 

measured with a magnetometer, is given by the integration of M over the film 

area. For a square-shaped, homogeneous type-?I superconducting thin film, the 

saturation moment m,t is equal to the volume of the magnetization pyramid Vpyr 

= 4 ~ ~ a ~ / 3  = jcaV/3, where 2a is the length of the film edge and V = (2a)2d is the 

volume of the sample, and therefore the averaged saturation volume 

magnetization Msat is 

The same saturation magnetization is found for disc and cylindrical samples of 

radius a [Bean 1962 and 1964; Daumling and Larbalestier 1989; Mikheenko and 

Kuzovlev 1993; Zhu et al. 1993; Clem and Sanchez 1994al. 

A direct numerical integration of the calculated M, derived from the field 

patterns of the YBCO film, gave Msat = 5.3 x lo7 A/m. On the other hand, the 

ideal film Qideal = 2.5 x 106 A/cmz and a = 0.54 cm), whose induction profile 

showed good agreement with that of the YBCO film (see Fig. 3.4), gave Msat = 

4.5 x lo7 A/m. The two values are in good agreement considering the fact that 

the critical currents in the measured film are somewhat dependent on the local 

flux density. 



3.5. Results and discussion: Partial flux penetration 

At 77 K, partial flux penetration takes place when the applied flux density 

ma is less than 10 mT. 

3.5.1. Field mapping 

A series of field measurements was carried out in order to observe the 

process of flux penetration. The sample was initially zero-field-cooled. Field 

mapping was first carried out in the presence of an applied flux density M H ~  = 4 

mT, followed by the second field mapping at b H a  = 8 mT. Ha was then switched 

off and the remanent field mapping was carried out. The field maps are shown in 

Figs. 3.6(a)-3.6(c). The corresponding field contour plots are shown in Figs. 

3.6(d)-3.6(f). 

The results obtained for a low field ( M H ~  = 4 mT) [Figs. 3.6(a) and 3.6(d)] 

show that the flux enters deeper at the middle of the film edges than in the 

corners, which results in a concave surface in the field map. The magnetic 

induction BZ is zero in a central square-like region of the film, due to the 

complete shielding effect of the induced current, see Fig. 3.6(d). The 

supercunent contribution to Bz outside the film is in the same direction as the 

applied flux density Ba. This demagnetizing effect leads to an appreciable 

enhancement of Bz around the film edges, see Fig. 3.6(d). The magnetic surface 

charge [M(x,y)] depends on the state of flux penetration (or trapped flux) and it 

leads in general to a nonuniform distribution of demagnetizing fields. When the 

magnetic flux is nearly excluded from the sample, the concept of a uniform 

demagnetizing field is useful [Goldfarb et al. 19921. For thin films the 

demagnetizing factor is close to one and that leads to increased magnetic flux 

density around the film edges. However, in the general case, one cannot treat the 



demagnetizing fields by a constant demagnetizing factor; the full distribution of 

the sheet magnetization (magnetic charge) has to be employed. 

The field distribution measured with the applied flux density poH, = 8 mT 

[Figs. 3.6(b) and 3.6(e)] shows that the leading flux front evolves symmetrically 

from the middle of the four edges toward the center of the film. This leaves the 

diagonal regions with a relatively low flux density. This is exactly opposite to the 

saturated remanent case in which the trapped flux is enhanced along the 

diagonals, see Figs. 3.3(e) and 3.6(f). These two cases show that it is easier for 

flux lines to enter and exit the film from the middle of the film edges than from 

the comers. One should note that there is still a small flux-free region in the very 

center of the film. The overall flux penetration in thin films appears to have an X 

shaped pattern. This behavior has been commonly observed in magneto-optical 

images of HTS thin-film samples [Indenbom et at. 1990; Briill et al. 1991; Brown 

19941. 

The remanent induction BZ [Figs. 3.6(c) and 3.6(f)] shows clearly local 

minima along the diagonals. Notice the negative remanent induction around the 

edges. The flux is trapped in four quadrants divided by the diagonals, resulting in 

four hills. 

Flux penetration in the perpendicular configuration is a unique problem for 

2D superconductors [Clem and Sanchez 1994al. A zero-field-cooled sample tries 

to shield an applied field lHal > 0 inside the sample by inducing screening 

supercunents. Due to strong demagnetizing effects, the magnetic field outside the 

film edge is greatly enhanced by - (a/d)Ha for a circular thin film [Goldfarb et al. 

19921. When Ha is larger than (d/a)Hcl, the local magnetic field at the film edge 

will exceed Hcl. According to the critical state model [Campbell and Evetts 

19721, vortices penetrate only as far as necessary to reduce the magnitude of the 



local current density to its critical value. The depth to which the vortices 

penetrate depends upon the strength of vortex pinning in the sample. 

It is interesting to compare the distribution of the induction in the remanent 

state [Figs. 3.6(c) and 3.6(f)] and in the state corresponding to the originally 

applied flux density mHa = 8 mT [Figs. 3.6(b) and 3.6(e)]. One can see that in the 

inner region of the film (from the center to the hill-tops) the flux distribution is 

similar. The only difference between these cases is in the outer region where, for 

the remanent state, the field rapidly drops as it approaches the film edges. 

The local minima of Bz along diagonals in the remanent state change to local 

maxima for sufficiently high applied fields. In the latter case the sample is fully 

penetrated by the flux. The maximum trapped flux density Bmax is observed 

above the center of the sample. In order to reach the saturation remanent state, 

one needs to apply an external flux density Ba 2 2Bmax. 





3.5.2. Magnetization and current patterns 

We have used the same experimental arrangement for all field measurements 

and therefore the stored inverse matrix G-I was calculated only once. The 

magnetization distributions M(x,y) for the measurements in sequentially applied 

fields poHa = 4 and 8 mT, and 0 T (remanent state from the previous state poHa = 

8 mT) are obtained by a simple matrix multiplication [Eq. (3.6)], see Figs. 

3.6(g)-3.6(i), respectively. The corresponding current distributions (contour 

plots of the M's) are shown in Figs. 3.60')-3.6(1). The values of the current 

density were evaluated from Eq. (3.1) and are shown as a function along the axis 

x for y = 0 in Figs. 3.7(a)-3.7(c). 

For a relatively small applied flux density poHa = 4 mT, the current within 

the depth of the field penetration is parallel with the edges and makes sharp turns 

at the comers showing clear square-like patterns, see Fig. 3.6(j). In the inner part 

of the film where the external induction is compensated by the self-induction, the 

current loops are rounded. The roundness increases upon approaching the center 

of the sample. Near the center one can see a well defined circle [see Fig. 3.6(j)]. 

The plot of jy versus x [Fig. 3.7(a)] for y = 0 shows that jy(x) reaches the critical 

value jc (field dependent) in the outer region of the film where the flux penetrates 

and gradually decreases to zero toward the center. It follows that the current has 

a tendency to follow circular and square patterns in the flux free and flux 

penetrated regions respectively. The presence of screening currents Cj < jc) in the 

flux free region is a general property of thin samples, e.g. see the distribution of 

current in a disk-shaped geometry [Mikheenko and Kuzovlev 1993; Zhu et al. 

1993; Clem et al. 19941. The supercurrents change from critical values to zero 

gradually, contrary to the simple Bean model [Bean 1962, 19641, where the 

supercurrents are either critical or zero. 



In the measurements with field on (Ba = 4 ,8  mT) one can see again the effect 

of the field dependence of jc. In this case the situation is reversed relative to that 

for the remanent state; the flux density BZ decreases from the maximum value at 

the film edge to zero in the inner part of the film. Consequently (within the depth 

of the flux penetration), ljcl increases when moving from the filrn edge to the 

center. 

At p0Ha = 8 mT, the flux penetrates noticeably further into the sample [see 

Fig. 3.6(h)], so that a large part of the film carries the current which reaches the 

local critical value [Fig. 3.7(b)]. The defect sites are quite visible; the current 

flows around them to maintain a continuous path. The effect of the field 

dependence of jc is more clearly seen from the jy(x) curve, see Fig. 3.7@). The 

comers of the current loops are somewhat stretched outwards along the 

diagonals, see Fig. 3.6(k). This feature is also visible for poHa = 4 mT and for the 

remanent state [Figs. 3.6(k) and 3.6(1)], but it is absent for the case of full field 

penetration [Fig. 3.3(h)]. Briill et al. speculated about a possibility of stretching 

the sheet currents along the sample diagonals [Briill et al. 19911, and they argued 

that the current stretching along the diagonals enhances the strength of the self- 

induction along diagonals (demagnetizing field); therefore the flux shielding 

would become more effective in these regions. However our measurements 

showed that the above stretching of the sheet currents along the sample diagonals 

is much less pronounced than suggested by Briill et al., see Fig. 3.6(k). 

Figures 3.6(i) and 3.6(1) show the remanent M map and its contour map for 

the initially applied flux density poHa = 8 mT. Similar to the remanent field map 

[Fig. 3.6(c)], the map of the remanent M is divided into four symmetric hill tops. 

At the outer periphery, the currents flow in large loops which are approximately 

parallel to the edges, and around the hill tops the currents flow in closed loops, 

see in Fig. 3.6(1). This multiply-connected current distribution in Fig. 3.6(1) is 



caused by the rearrangement of supercurrents, after the applied field is removed. 

Figure 3.7(c) shows that, within the region where the change of the flux density 

is more rapid (from the hill tops to the specimen edges), the induced current is 

saturated and hence critical. The critical current also changed its direction 

compared to the initial state with M H ~  = 8 mT, as expected. The field distribution 

from the hill top to the center of the sample is not much changed compared to 

that in the applied field, see Figs. 3.6(e) and 3.6(f). However the current 

distribution in this region is very strongly affected [compare Figs. 3.6(k) and 

3.6(1)]. In an unsaturated remanent state the field in the central region of the 

specimen is zero, and therefore the closed current loops have to be present in 

order to compensate the field from the currents which circulate around the 

sample edges. 

The induction B in thin films has components Bx7y and Bz which are 

tangential and perpendicular to the film surface, respectively. BZ was described in 

Section 3.3.1. BX,y can be derived from Ampere's law, V x B = po j. Our 

measurements of BZ(x,y) showed [Grant et al. 19941 that the contribution of 

aBJax,y to Amperes law is much smaller than that of aBx7y/a~, and therefore 

Bx7y - pdtot/2. Jtot is the integrated total current over the thickness of the film 

(per unit length along the sample surface). BX,y is oriented perpendicular to the 

sheet current. Its direction is opposite at the top and bottom sides of the film 

surface, and by symmetry, the field BX7y is zero in the middle of the film. It is 

only the component Bz which generates the in-plane Lorentz force [Clem 1994b1, 

which is balanced by the pinning force of vortex traps; and therefore one can 

expect that jc is dependent only on Bz. More detailed discussions will be given in 

Chapter 4. 

Figure 3.8 shows the current density jc as a function of the local flux density 

Bz at the temperature T = 77 K. The jc value decreased by a factor of 1.7 as BZ 



increased from 0 to 10 mT. Kim's theoretical model [Kim et al. 19621 for jc(BZ) 

gives 

When this is applied to the data, it is found that Bo = 15.7 mT, and jc(0) = 3 x 106 

A/cm2. 
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3.6. Superposition principle 

In this section, we will show that the above multiply-connected current 

patterns in the remanent state can be reconstructed from the superposition of two 

singularly-connected current patterns. 

3.6.1. General relations 

The hysteresis cycle of a type41 superconductor (for Ha varying between 

+Ho, where Ho is the extremal applied field) can be calculated by using a linear 

superposition principle. This calculation has been applied to strip- and disk- 

shaped geometries [Brandt et al. 1993; Zhu et al. 19931 and was summarized by 

Brandt et al. [I9931 in concise formulas. The linear superposition principle 

relates a physical quantity such as the magnetization Md for Ha on the descending 

part of the hysteresis loop with appropriate states along the so-called "virgin" 

magnetization cycle (Ha from 0 to Ho). The expression for MJ is then given by 

Similar relations are valid for the current density J (or j) and the self-induction 

B. One can expect that the topological features (x-y dependence) of M are 

dependent only on the ratio Ha/&, where Hc is the characteristic field which is 

proportional the critical current density (- Jc). However the magnitude of M is 

expected to scale directly with Jc, therefore 



This relationship was rigorously proven to be valid for narrow strip and disk 

geometries [Brandt et al. 1993; Zhu et al. 19931. The same relations also hold for 

the current J (or j) and the self-induction B. Equations (3.13) and (3.14) were 

used to reconstruct the distributions (hysteresis) of Bz, M, and jy for the 

remanent state. 

3.6.2. Application 

We now apply the above formulas to the case of a square-shaped YBCO thin 

film. Let poHa = 0 and poHo = 8 mT. Then, MJ on the left-hand-side of Eq. 

(3.13) becomes the remanent magnetization. The first term on the right-hand-side 

of Eq. (3.13) corresponds to the magnetization in the applied field of 8 mT. 

Using the scaling relation (3.14), we can rewrite the second term on the right- 

hand-side of Eq. (3.13) as 

A simple inspection of Eq. 3.15 shows that the function F ( x ,  y, Ho / ( 2 ~ ~ ) )  

(describing the topography of M) can be found from the measurements on the 

sample which has the same critical field Hc (the same current jc) but in the 

applied field Ha = Ho/2, 

For the above remanent state the magnetization M (x, y , Ho / 2,Jc) in Eq. (3.15) is 

given by the Hall probe measurements taken at b H a  = 4 mT along the virgin 

path. 



Figures 3.9(a) and 3.9(b) show the surface and contour maps of the remanent 

flux density Bz constructed from the two virgin BZ distributions for h H a  = 4 and 

8 mT, using Eqs. (3.13) and (3.16). Within the experimental uncertainty, the 

constructed field map resembles well the experimentally measured field map Bz 

in the remanent state, see Figs. 3.6(c) and 3.6(f). The same agreement is also 

found between the constructed and measured remanent magnetizations, see Figs. 

3.9(c), 3.9(d) and Figs. 3.6(i) and 3.6(1), respectively. The constructed remanent 

current density jy(x) is shown in Fig. 3.10. It agrees well with the measured 

jy(x), except at the film edges. Notice that at the film edges, the values of Bz are 

different for the two cases. This discrepancy is a consequence of the field 

dependent jc. However the overall agreement between the measured results and 

those obtained by means of the above superposition principle suggests that this 

method can be used very effectively for any part of the hysteresis loop. The 

method is useful for the understanding of screening currents in various parts of 

the cycle. In particular it helps to understand the multiply-connected remanent 

current distribution in terms of two simply-connected virgin current 

distributions. For example, the prefactor -2 in the second term of Eq. (3.16) 

doubles the value of the current, and that results, as expected, in the reversal of 

the direction of the current around the film edges. 
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3.7. Conclusions 

A scanning micro-Hall probe was used to map the local flux density Bz at a 

height z - 250 pm above the surface of a YBCO thin film. Numerical calculation 

procedures were developed by employing the spatially varying sheet 

magnetization M to obtain the current distribution and absolute values of the 

critical current densities from the measured field maps. The calculated current 

distributions for various applied fields demonstrate: (a) The current path closely 

follows the sample's geometrical shape, when a zero-field-cooled thin-film 

sample is fully penetrated by the applied field Ha perpendicular to the film 

surface. (b) The current path is different in the flux free region, when the sample 

is only partially penetrated by an applied field. In this region circular current 

loops are formed and the value of the screening current decreases to zero as the 

center of the film is approached. (c) The critical current loops are slightly 

stretched peripherally. This effect is particularly pronounced for moderate 

applied fields and leads to a very effective shielding along the sample diagonals. 

We have shown that the linear superposition relations suggested for the 

hysteresis cycle of type-I1 superconductors are applicable for square-shaped thin- 

film samples. The application of these relations shows that the measured complex, 

multiply-connected remanent current patterns can be reconstructed by the 

superposition of two simple singularly-connected current distributions. 

We have demonstrated that the scanning micro-Hall probe technique can 

provide quantitative, detailed information over the whole sample under 

inspection. The following features are particularly important: (a) The ability to 

determine the current distribution (including Jc ) in superconducting thin-film 

samples of arbitrary geometries in a non-destructive manner. Since the field 

measurement is absolute, the Hall probe can be used to calibrate other 

measurement techniques, such as the screening technique [Xing et al. 19931. (b) 



The capability to identify the presence and locations of various defects in the 

superconducting film. This information is critical for device applications. The 

micro Hall probe maps can be used to select suitable superconducting films and 

determine the appropriate areas for device fabrication. (c) The capacity to 

investigate the processes of flux penetration and current flow, which are 

fundamental to the understanding of the critical state in type-I1 thin-film 

superconductors. 



Chapter 4 
Spatial Distributions of Total Magnetic Flux Density 

4.1. Introduction 

The previous chapter showed that the sheet magnetization M(x,y) and the 

sheet current J(x,y) can be obtained from the distribution of the normal 

component of the magnetic flux density, Bz, measured by a scanning micro-Hall 

probe. The transformation from the Bz map to the sheet current map involves the 

process of inverse calculation. We now show that, given the distribution of 

M(x,y) or J(x,y), one can calculate the flux density B anywhere around the film, 

including the tangential components of B, Bx and By, which are not obtainable 

directly from our scanning Hall Probe measurements. This is a straightforward 

calculation problem which does not require a large amount of computer time. 

For a known distribution of local sheet magnetization M(i,j), the magnetic 

flux density B at a point (m,n,z) is given by the general formula [Jackson 19751 

~ ( m ,  n, z) = &I 3r[r M(i, j)] - r 2 ~ ( i ,  j )  
dx' dy' , 

r5 

where the integral is taken over the grid cell (ij),  see Fig. 3.2. Recall that M has 

only the normal component M. Equation (4.1) gives both the perpendicular 

component Bz, see Eq. (3.4), and the tangential components BX,y, 



The flux density B(m,n,z), is valid anywhere in the space outside the film. One 

can thus calculate the spatial distribution of the flux density B anywhere around 

the thin-film sample, except very close to the surface of the film. (The limitation 

of the distribution height of B will be discussed later.) This will give a full 

picture of magnetic flux penetration or trapping in the vicinity of the thin-film 

sample. 

4.2. Results and discussion: Saturation remanent state 

4.2.1. Tangential components 

Figures 4.l(a) and 4.l(b) show the distributions of the tangential c ompon 

Bx, calculated by using Eq. (4.2), for an ideal film and for a YBCO film (Y259), 

respectively. The ideal film has uniformly distributed, concentric, square current 

loops. The current distribution or the magnetization of the YBCO film was 

obtained from the inverse transformation procedure described in the previous 

chapter, see Fig. 3.3. The Bx maps shown in Fig. 4.1 are at a distance z = 250 pm 

above the film surface. This height is the same as that of the flux mapping for the 

YBCO film. The Bx map for the YBCO film corresponds to the trapped flux at 

77 K. The micro-Hall probe measurements were carried out at the same 

temperature. The external magnetic field was aligned perpendicular to the film 

surface. 

The tangential components Bx for both films are distributed over two 

opposing triangles. Bx has an opposite sign in the two regions. The sample 

symmetry requires that the component By is distributed in two other triangles, 

orthogonal to those with the Bx distributions. As a result, there are either BX,Z or 

By,= components of B in the neighboring triangular regions. Along the film 



diagonals, both Bx and By vanish, see Fig. 4.1, while BZ shows local maxima in 

these regions, see Fig. 3.3. Figure 4.l(c) shows the Bx(x) profiles along a line 

across the film (y = 0) for both the YBCO film and for the ideal film. 

The overall profiles of the tangential flux density for the YBCO film and for 

the ideal film are very comparable. However, the field-independent critical 

currents in the ideal film generate nearly constant Bx values over a large part of 

the triangular region, see Figs. 4.l(a) and 4.l(c). On the other hand, a noticeable 

slope in Bx(x,y) for the YBCO film, see Figs. 4.l(b) and 4.l(c), reflects the 

dependence of critical currents on the internal flux density Bz. Note that the 

trapped flux density was highest and the critical current was lowest in the middle 

of the film. The kinks seen in the Bx map of the YBCO film demonstrate the 

presence of sample defects. 
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4.2.2. Validity of the forward calculation 

The calculations shown in Fig. 4.2 demonstrate the dependence of Bx and Bz 

on the grid size, w, of the sheet magnetization M(x,y). The finite grid size w 

originates from the finite scanning step of the flux mapping measurement. The 

normal component BZ(z,w) was calculated at the film center. The tangential 

component B,(z,w) was calculated at midway between the center and the edge of 

the film. Several different grid sizes were used in the calculation: w = 0.02, 0.15, 

and 0.3 mm. For z > w the Bx values are independent on the grid size. For z < w 

the Bx decreases with a decreasing z and approaches zero for z + 0. This is an 

artifact of the finite grid size. The Maxwell equations (Ampere's law) predict that 

B, reaches a constant value by approaching the film surface, see detailed 

discussions below, and changes its sign in the mid-plane of the film. Obviously 

the calculations for z + 0 lead to the average value of Bx through the sample 

thickness, Bx,av = 0. The calculated values of BZ support that view. Bz is 

continuous across the film thickness and the calculated BZ shows little dependence 

on z even for z < w. 

4.2.3. Application of Ampere's law 

Ampere's Law 

was applied to the integral path shown in Fig. 4.3. The integral path is in x-z 

plane which encloses a section of sheet current Jy (= jyd, where jy is the current 

density) whose direction is indicated by crosses in the thin-film superconductor. 

Equation (4.3) then becomes 



where C and t are the integral paths along the x and z directions respectively, ABz 

is the difference in Bz values at locations separated laterally by C, and AB, is the 

difference between the Bx values above and below the filrn (separated by a 

distance t), see Fig. 4.3. Since the film thickness d is comparable to 2h, where h 

is the London penetration depth, the current density j is considered uniform over 

the filrn thickness. (Otherwise, j is the average value over the film thickness.) The 

first term in (4.4) is due to the curvature of B, (BV x B, where B is the unit 

vector along B = B B) and the second term is due to the gradient of B, (VB x B) 

[Clem 1994bl. Since Bx and Bz are comparable (see Fig. 4.2) and t can be close to 

d, the second term (due to the gradient of B) is much smaller than the first term 
(due to the curvature of B) (P >> d). For example, taking C = 1 mm and d = 0.3 

pm, we estimated that the gradient term is approximately three orders of 

magnitude smaller than the curvature term. Therefore, Eq. (4.4) becomes 

where ABxYy = 2Bxyy. 

Equation (4.5) shows that the current density j in thin film geometry is mostly 

determined by the curvature of B, which is in strong contrast with the situation in 

a long cylindrical superconductor with an axial applied field, where the shielding 

current is determined solely by the gradient of B [Bean 1962, 19641. The same 

conclusion was reached by Clem [1994b] using different arguments. 

As an example, we estimate the Bx value at the filrn surface using Eq. (4.9,  

assuming a local current density j = 3 x 106 A/cm?- which corresponds to the jc 



value at x = -4 mm in Fig. 4.l(c). It turns out that the Bx value at the film surface 

is only about 13% larger than that at a distance z = 250 pm above the film 

surface, see Fig. 4.l(c). In fact, the profile of the B,(x) curve in Fig. 4.l(c) is 

very similar to that of jy(x) for the YBCO film, see Fig. 3.5. This observation 

confirms the validity of Eq. (4.5) and shows clearly that the local current density 

in superconducting thin films is determined by the tangential components of B at 

the surface of the film. 
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4.3. Results and discussion: General case 

Figure 4.4 shows the measured maps of the magnetic flux density Bz by the 

scanning micro-Hall probe for sequentially applied external fields, b H a  = 2,4,6,  

8, and 0 mT. The mapping of the magnetic flux density was carried out at a 

constant distance z = 250 pn above the film surface. The YBCO sample was 

maintained at 77 K during the flux mapping measurements. 

The purpose of showing the Bz distributions for various applied fields ( b H a  

= 2, 4, 6, 8, and 0 mT), see Figs. 3.6 and 4.4, is to demonstrate the full extent of 

the magnetic vortex penetration in conjunction with calculations for the spatial 

distributions of the flux density B, as discussed below. The remanent flux 

mapping was carried out after the applied flux Ba = 8 mT was reduced to zero. In 

small applied fields, vortices are present only around the film edges, and the Bz 

map, see Fig. 4.4(a), shows no sign of sample defects. In medium applied fields, 

the vortices penetrate deeper into the film. The defect sites are now clearly 

visible, see Figs. 4.4(b)-(d). The critical sheet current is lower in those regions. 

The defect sites are also clearly visible for the remanent Bz map, see Fig. 4.4(e) 

Figure 4.5 shows the magnetization maps M(x,y) and the sheet current 

distributions J(x,y) for various vortex states corresponding to those in Fig. 4.4. 

M(x,y) and J(x,y) were obtained by the inverse calculation procedure described 

in Chapter 3. Figure 4 4 a )  shows that for poHa = 2 mT, the magnetization 

surface and the current stream lines are very smooth. The shielding currents are 

nonzero but less than critical in the film interior. The current paths in these 

regions tend to become more and more rounded and eventually become circular 

when moving towards to the film center. For NH, = 6 mT, sharp comers appear 

in the magnetization surface and that corresponds to rectangular current loops at 

the outer periphery of the film, see Fig. 4.5(c). In these regions, the induced 



sheet current reached the critical value. Near the central pan of the film, the 

rounding in current loop is still visible, and the current is less than critical. 

Figure 4.6 shows distributions of the tangential components of B which were 

calculated by using Eq. (4.2) for the various vortex states shown in Fig. 4.4. 

Figures 4.6(a)-4.6(d) show that the Bx components of opposite signs are 

distributed over the two triangular regions which join in a common point in the 

center of the film. The development of the plateaus seen in the Bx maps 

corresponds to the evolution of the flux penetration, see Figs. 4.4 and 4.6. Figure 

4.6(e) shows the remanent Bx distribution for an initially applied field M H ~  = 8 

mT. The remanent case will be discussed latter. 

Figure 4.6(f) shows the By component in an applied field of 6 mT. There are 

non-zero values of By over the region where Bx dominates, see Fig. 4.6(c). The 

appearance of By in this region is due to the presence of defects which are 

centered around (-3,O) and (3,O) in Fig. 4.4(c). Figure 4.5(c) shows that the 

current curves around these defects and that causes a simultaneous presence of the 

Bx and By components in that region. Note that in the absence of defects the 

components Bx and By appear in different triangular regions. 

As discussed in Section 4.2.3, the profile of the tangential component Bx or 

By resembles the profile of the current distribution. The maps of the tangential 

flux densities Bx and By shown in Fig. 4.6 are equivalent to the maps of the sheet 

currents Jy and Jx. This can be seen more clearly by comparing the Jy and Bx as a 

function of x coordinate, see Figs. 3.7 and 4.7, for the same vortex states. Here 

both the BX(x) and Jy(x) curves were plotted along a central line across the film 

(y = 0). The effect of the field-dependent critical currents in the thin-film 

superconductor is reflected in a gradual decrease of BX,y when the film edge is 

approached, see Fig. 4.6. 



The visualization of the spatially distributed total magnetic flux density in the 

vicinity of the thin-film sample can be realized by vector field plots shown in Fig. 

4.8 where the total flux density B was calculated by using Eq. 4.1 for the various 

vortex states, which correspond to those described in Figs. 4.1-4.7. The total flux 

density distribution was calculated in the x-z plane at y = 0, the central plane. The 

distribution height z above the film surface ranges from 0.2 to 5 rnm. The lateral 

dimension of the B distribution extends from the center of the film (x = 0) to the 

outside of the film edge (x = 7 mm). Thus, Fig. 4.8 provides a detailed and even 

more complete view of the evolution of the magnetic flux penetration and flux 

trapping. 

Figures 4.8(a) and 4.8(b) show the saturation remanent flux distributions in 

the central x-z plane for the ideal and the YBCO films, respectively. These 

distribution patterns are very similar due to the similar sheet current distributions 

in the thin films, see Fig. 3.3. The sheet currents with the concentric square paths 

generate a maximum Bz at the film center and a minimum BZ at the film edge, in 

accordance with the observation in Fig. 3.4. The return flux (pointing in - 2  

direction) due to the sheet currents is responsible for the demagnetizing effect 

around the film edges. The magnitude of B decreases rapidly away from the film 

surface. The distribution of the magnetic flux shows clearly the features which 

are typical to a dipole. 

Figure 4.8(c) shows that for the weak applied field, poHa = 2 mT, the induced 

supercurrents effectively shielded most of the region in the film from the 

external flux. However, the tangential components Bx,y are present over the 

entire film surface, see Figs. 4.6(a), 4.7, and 4.8(c). According to Ampere's law, 

the screening currents are also present everywhere across the film including the 

vortex-free region. This is a good example demonstrating the close relationship 

between the sheet current and the tangential flux density in the thin-film 



geometry. However, note that the values of Bx,y in the vortex-free region are 

smaller than those in the vortex-penetrated regions where the supercurrent 

reached its critical value, see Figs. 4.6 and 4.7. 

Figures 4.8(c)-4.8(f) demonstrate the evolution of the flux penetration as the 

applied field progressively increases, poHa = 2 , 4 , 6 ,  and 8 mT. The vortex front 

propagates towards the film center with an increasing applied field. 

Consequently, the vortex-free region where the flux lines appreciably deviate 

from the external field lines is more and more confined to the center of the film. 

It is interesting to note that the perturbation of the external field by 

supercurrents occurs only within 5 mrn above the film surface. This distance is 

approximately equal to the half length of the film edge, see for example Fig. 

4.8(c). 

Figure 4.8(g) shows the flux line patterns in a remanent state after the applied 

field poHa = 8 mT was switched off. The sample was partially penetrated by the 

flux, see Fig. 4.4(e). The maximum BZ value corresponds to one of the four 

hilltops in the Bz map shown in Fig. 4.4(e). It is interesting to note that at the 

location of the Bz maximum, the tangential components Bx,y vanish, and it 

follows that the sheet current also vanishes in this area. A close look at Figs. 4.4- 

4.5 showed that each local peak in the Bz map is encircled by sheet currents; at 

the point where Bz reaches maximum the current changes its sign and its 

magnitude goes through zero. 



(a) & H , = 2 m T  (b) CbH, = 4 mT (c) & H , = 6 m T  

(d) W a = 8 m T  (e) a = O m T  

Fig. 4.4. Maps of BZ of the YBCO film measured by the scanning micro-Hall 

probe for different applied fields, mHa = (a) 2, @) 4, (c) 6, (d) 8, and (e) 0 mT. 



(a) p&=2rnT 

(d) p&4=8mT 

(b) & H , = 4 m T  (c) p & = 6 m T  

(e) p&=OmT 

Fig. 4.5. The sheet magnetization M of the YBCO film for different applied fields, 

~.loHa = (a) 2, (b) 4, (c) 6 ,  (dl 8, and (el 0 mT. 



(a) k H a  = 2 mT (b) hHa  = 4 mT (c) k H , = 6 m T  

(d) k H , = 8 m T  (e) k H a  = 0 mT ( f )  By: k H a = 6 m T  

Fig. 4.6. &(X,Y) of the YBCO film for ma = (a) 2, (b) 4, (c) 6, (d) 8, and (e) 0 mT; 
(f) By(x,y) for wa = 6 mT. 



.- -- 

Fig. 4.7. Bx versus x for the YBCO film (a) in different applied fields; (b) in the 

remanent state. 



(a) ideal film: sat. rem. state 

(c) poH, = 2 mT (d) PO% = 4 mT (e) p0Ha = 6 mT 
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Fig. 4.8. Vector field plots of the total flux density B in the x-z plane (y = 0) in the 
saturation remanent state (a) and (b); and in different applied fields (for a YBCO 
film): b H a  = (c) 2, (d) 4, (e) 6, ( f )  8, and (g) 0 mT. 



4.4. Conclusions 

We have shown in this chapter that the flux mapping by a scanning micro-Hall 

probe includes detailed and complete information about the spatial distribution of 

the total flux density B in the vicinity of a thin-film superconductor. The total 

flux density B is calculated from the sheet current which is evaluated from the 

sheet magnetization which was obtained by performing the inverse 

transformation described in Chapter 3. The spatial flux distribution includes both 

the normal component Bz and the tangential components Bx,y. The latter are not 

obtainable directly from our scanning micro-Hall probe measurements. 

The minimum height z at which the tangential components Bx,y is meaningful 

is determined by the scan step size w of micro-Hall probe measurements. The 

calculated normal component Bz, on the other hand, showed little dependence on 

w, due to the continuity of Bz across the film thickness. 

For a thin-film superconductor with an applied field normal to the film 

surface, Ampere's law indicates that the induced sheet currents are nearly entirely 

determined by 2Bx,y/d, where BX,y is the tangential flux densities at the film 

surface. Consequently, the values of Bx7y at the sample surface can be obtained 

from the measured sheet currents. 

The calculation of B in the vicinity of the film revealed several interesting 

features: (a) The tangential components BX,y are mostly present in separate and 

mutually perpendicular triangular regions. BX,y are nearly zero along the film 

diagonals. (b) A noticeable presence of Bx and By in the same region is a 

consequence of local defects. (c) The local maxima or minima of the normal flux 

density component BZ are encircled by circular current loops. The direction of 

supercurrents changes where Bz reaches its extremal values. At these points both 

the supercurrent sheet density and the in-plane B field go through zero. (d) The 

extent of the diamagnetic screening by supercurrents in the vertical direction is 



comparable to that in the horizontal direction. With an increasing applied field, 

the flux penetrates deeper into the film and the vortex-free region is more and 

more confined to the center of the films. 



Chapter 5 
Conclusions 

Studies of ac susceptibility and magnetic flux density mapping have been 

carried out in order to develop a better understanding of statics and dynamics of 

vortices in HTS thin films. 

The ac susceptibility technique was found to be a simple and non-destructive 

method for characterizing HTS thin films. The best signal to noise ratio was 

achieved when the applied magnetic field Ha was oriented perpendicular to the 

film surface. The in- and out-of-phase components of the complex ac 

susceptibility, X' - i f ,  were used to determine the transition temperature Tc and 

the critical current jc as a function of temperature. X'  - i ~ "  was found to be very 

sensitive to sample inhomogeneities, particularly in weak ac fields. Comparative 

studies were made between the measured and the calculated ac susceptibilities. 

The measured ac susceptibilities as a function of temperature and ac field showed 

good agreement with those calculated with a realistic distribution of sheet 

currents [Mikheenko and Kuzovlev 1993; Zhu et al. 1993; Clem and Sanchez 

1994al. The realistic approach predicts screening currents in the vortex-free 

regions. Our magnetic flux mapping measurements confirmed this prediction. 

The model calculations allowed us to evaluate the average critical current density 

jc as a function of temperature from the ac susceptibility measurements. The j, 

values determined by the ac susceptibility measurement are in fair agreement 

(within 20%) with those determined by the ac screening and flux mapping 

techniques. 

The measurement of the flux penetration by means of the scanning Hall probe 

indicated that the peak in the out-of-phase component x", the maximum hysteretic 

loss, occurs when the magnetic flux penetrates nearly completely into the sample, 

i.e. - 100% flux penetration; a smaller flux penetration of - 70% was predicted 

90 



by the theoretical calculations [Mikheenko and Kuzovlev 1993; Zhu et al. 1993; 

Clem and Sanchez 1994al. This discrepancy is mostly caused by field-dependent 

critical current densities in the measured samples as evidenced in the flux 

mapping studies. 

The measured ac susceptibilities of the HTS films showed weak dependence on 

the ac driving frequency, f. This frequency dependence is attributed to the 

thermally activated flux creep of vortices which are driven into and out of the 

thin film during an ac cycle. It was observed that the f'(T) peak temperature, Tp, 

shifts slightly to higher temperatures as the driving frequency increases. 

According to the Anderson-Kim flux creep model, this effect is equivalent to an 

increasing apparent screening current as the driving frequency f increases. The 

functional dependence of Tp(f) was found to be well described by the scaling 

argument based on the flux creep theory. The typical activation barrier for a 

measured high quality YBCO thin film was estimated, U =: 0.16 eV, at T = 77 K 

and for koHa = 10-4 T. This activation barrier value is comparable to that 

obtained by other techniques, such as the flux noise measurement. 

The scanning micro-Hall probe technique can be operated with a relatively 

high lateral resolution, does not influence the flux distribution, is quantitative, 

and is non-destructive. For homogeneous thin-film samples, the flux maps 

BZ(x,y) demonstrated four-fold symmetric patterns that reflect the symmetry of 

the square geometry. The deviation of the symmetric pattern indicates the 

existence of defects or inhomogeneities. 

The inverse calculation algorithm developed in this thesis allowed one to 

obtain the distribution of screening sheet currents from the measured flux map. It 

was found that the sheet currents are present over the entire thin-film sample, 

including the vortex-free region. In the vortex penetrated region the sheet 

current density reaches the critical value which was found to be field-dependent. 



The critical sheet current follows the sample edges. This pattern of the critical 

current explains the unique behavior of the magnetic flux along the film 

diagonals: the flux trapping is enhanced in the remanent state and the flux 

screening (in the presence of an applied field) is more effective compared to 

other parts of the film. In the vortex-free region the sheet current value is less 

than the critical value. The sheet currents in this region have the tendency to 

avoid sharp turns and show complete circular loops when approaching the film 

center. 

For a remanent state with partial flux penetration, four hill tops in the 

remanent BZ(x,y) map were observed. Each hill top in the BZ(x,y) map is 

associated with circulating sheet currents, resulting in multiply-connected current 

loops. Our studies showed that these complex flux and sheet current patterns can 

be reconstructed by the superposition of two virgin vortex states in the hysteretic 

cycle. This result implies the essential features of Bean's model (usually applied 

to the parallel field configuration) are also applicable to the square thin film 

geometry with the applied field perpendicular to the film surface. 

The effect of the field-dependent critical current, even for the relatively low 

field values (poHa < 12 mT), was clearly evident in the Hall probe measurements. 

The local critical current was dependent on the local flux density. The field- 

dependent critical current density was found to follow the Kim model 

description. 

The spatial distribution of the total flux density B(x,y,z), including the 

tangential components B,(x,Y,z) and By(x,y,z), was calculated in the vicinity of a 

thin-film sample from the known current distribution which was obtained by 

means of the inverse transform of the measured flux map BZ(x,y,zo), where zo is 

a fixed flux mapping height. The calculated Bx and By are mostly present in 

separate and mutually perpendicular triangular regions, compare Figs. 4.6(c) 



with 4.6(f). The application of Ampere's law to the thin-film geometry showed 

that the sheet current is mainly governed by the curvature of B (= 2B,,y/d). 

The total flux distribution allowed one to visualize the flux line patterns for 

different vortex states. The calculated flux lines around the HTS thin-film sample 

demonstrated the following features: (a) The flux lines show a dipole-like 

patterns. (b) The flux lines of the induced sheet currents always return around the 

film edges and lead to an enhancement of the flux density in this area, that 

profoundly affects the nucleation of vortices in high-Tc films. (c) In the presence 

of a weak applied field, the normal flux density is distributed only at the outer 

periphery of the film. The tangential flux density is distributed across the whole 

film surface. (d) The spatial extent of the diamagnetic effect in the vertical 

direction is comparable to that in the horizontal direction. (e) The flux front 

progressively propagates towards the film center as the magnitude of the applied 

field increases. This is indicated by the shrinking vortex-free region. (f) At the 

location where the normal flux density Bz shows a maximum (or minimum), the 

tangential flux densities BX,y, and hence the sheet currents Jy,x, are zero. 

The detailed studies about magnetic flux and current distributions have been 

very useful for the sample characterization of superconducting properties. The 

quantitative understanding of the vortex behavior in HTS thin films can help to 

control and to improve the relevant superconducting parameters of HTS films 

designated for device applications, such as flux pinning in low noise SQUID 

magnetometers operated at liquid nitrogen temperatures. 



Appendix 
The Integral of X" for the Realistic Approach 

The integral (2.14b) is 

where U(x) is defined in (2.12b). It follows that 

The integral in the last term of (A2) cannot be solved analytically. Instead, it can 

be expressed by a polynomial, 

where En is the Euler number 

The first five Euler numbers are: El  = 1, E2 = 5, E3 = 61, E4 = 1385, E5 = 

50521. 
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